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Embryo Abortion as Mechanism 
of " Hormone" Thinning of Fruit 
F. G. TEUBNER AND A. E. MURNEEK 
I NTRODUCTION 
The U~ of naphth:denoecdc ~cid (NA) for thinning of apples, and 2. num· 
ber of other fruits is a well cst2blishc:d po-nice. Many of the difficult ies in-
volved in the use of the "hormone"· spnys for thinning, such:as time of 
application. concentration, :md differences due to varietal ch:u:l.ctcrisrics, 
have been ~solvcd. There is little inforffi1tion, however, on how Nil. brints 
about the desired results; i.e., how it removes some of the fruit. This is the 
morc puzzling because Nt., as a prehacvest spny, has the opposite influence 
of preventing their absduion. 
Th1t these contrary effects may be due [0 the sm,ICnlr:l1 differences be· 
tween the spring and fall development of the KPlntion b.yer in the: abscis-
sion zone h2.s been 5uggCS[ed by van O\'cr~k (207). The growth subsnnce 
is hypothesized to funCtion in the decomposi tion of the pectic subst1nces 
of the middle lamella and, funher, to stimulate excessively me elongation of 
cells 2t the base of the pedicel, le1ding to a weakening of the primuy cell 
W211 1nd 1 subseqUC!'lt mech1nio.l fr:acturc of the conduetive tissues 1nd drop 
of the fruit. The: evidence supporting th is hypothesis is, to a grc:,p,t extC!'lt, in· 
direct 1nd no elong::l.!ion in the cdls of the fruit pedicel 15 the result of NA 
1ppliC::l.tions hu bc:c:n demonstr::l.!ed. Furthermo re, this theory .... ould not 
1ppear to be v1lid since: 1bsciS5ion in both m::l.!ure 1nd immature fruits is 
prim1rily by scp::tration of cells along the middle lamella. 
Struckme:ye:r and Roberts (188) have suggested that a competitive 
mechanism is involved in hormone thinning. In this id~ the sole action of 
NA is to dday fruit abscission for approximatdy one week, this dday reo 
suIting in an incrC::l.SCd nuuition1l competition between the persisting fruits 
and 1 subsequent natunl thinning. Nucritional competition ha:5 long been 
accepted a:5 the mechanism of narur:a1 thinning; however, the: data to support 
this u a mechanism of hormone thinning 1re limited. 
Some circumstantial evidC!'lce, obtained by Murneek (146) in 1949, 
pointed to the seed as 1 vulnerable organ affected by a hormone thinning 
spray and to its probable connection with the stimu12tion of fruit abscission . 
• ~ Hotmorn:" rdi:n to pb.n. growth reguluor in this bulletin. 
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10" preliminary survey to derermine the effects on young apple fruit of reb-
lively late spring spaying with high COllccntndons of NA, il was found 
thai seed and fruit devc:lopmcnt was nOtice2bly inhibited. This suggested 
thac u least ont impomm t effect of N A in fruil thinning W;lS it's probable: 
inhibi t ion of embryo d~elopment. Another likely inAuence of the chemical 
m1y be an affect on the: base of the pedicel which results in a delayed abscis-
sion. The: hypothesis rh:u an integral reluionship might exiST between the 
seed (or morc specifically, embryo and endosperm) and the rhinningeffecr 
of hormonc:s was suggested in 19~O by Murneek (146). Working independ. 
endy. Luckwill (118) in England, has :luived al strikingly simibr conclu-
sions. Prior to this, Luckwill had made extensive observations on the tela· 
tionship between embryo and endosperm development and the production 
of natura.! hormom:s by apple seeds (110; 117). 
Of the three theories presented, t he last _s felt 10 be the mOSI val id 
and was accepted as the working hypothesis for the studies reported in this 
bullet in. To demonStrate any theory unequivocally wu not ... ·ilhin the $COpe 
of this work. Ho ... ·ever, it was believed that considerable suppon: could be 
obrained through the verificat ion or establishment of the following : First, 
that NA applied at the same time as sprays for thinning and at the ume 
concentration would not only delay natural dropping but would also tem· 
porarily ptevent the abscission of deffUited apple pedicds. Second, that the 
natural abortion of seeds. which is a frequent occurrence in the third and 
June drops. could be increased by application o f t hinning sprap of N A. 
Concomitram with this second point would be the demonstration that the 
increased drop resulting from NA thinning coincides ... ·irh or at least is re-
lated to the: ~rd and/or J une drops. 
The (actor of increased nutritional competition as a mechanism of hor-
mone thinning ... ·ould seem to be refuled if il "'-ere possible to demonstra te 
that NA actually rerarded ffU it development. thus reducing the possibility 
of incrnsed competition from a "ery short termed incrase in ffUit SCI. 
As ret no definite ph)'s io logical mechanism has been proposed for the 
manner in which NA induces embryo (and/or endosperm) abortion. To the 
author's kno" .. ledge only cwo denliled works have been published ""here ern· 
bryo abort ion was induced with hormones and the resulting effects followed 
histologically. Thus. the final problem was to follow the developmental 
course of hormone· induced embryo abortion in t he apple, or in a more ap-
propria te plant subject, and to determine if possible the physiological mech· 
anism of the induced abortion and subSC<Juent dropping of the fruit. 
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Fruit Scuing and the N1tunl Dropping of Fruit 
There is a tendency for fruit trees to set many more fruils than ClIn be 
properly matured from the standpoint of optimum m:uketable si~e. AHain-
meO[ of lhe preferred si~e re<juires thinning. But there are several natural 
thinni ng processes which reguhle fruit production to a great extent. 
Mosr investig:l.tors believe the natural dropping of immature fruits oc-
curs in tWO primary waves of abscission which are referred to 1$ the "first" 
and "June" drof>$ (83,91). Mumeek (lH), however, in a sludy on apple 
shedding, poinu OUt that the first drop actually consists of twO overlapping 
waves which are easily distinguished by a comparison of the abscissed floral 
organs. The first wave consists largely of abnormal and unpollinatcd flov.-eu . 
but may also include pollinated flowers where fertiliutio n has failed due 
to pollen incompatability. T he second wave of :l.bscission involves flowers 
in which feniliution hu taken pbce but is followed almost immediately 
by abortion of the embryo. The "J une" drop is divided into '- t hird" and 
"founh" drops by Murneek. who refers 10 the Ianer 1$ the true "June" drop. 
The evidence for this division is not <juite so st rong, although there does 
exisl for mosl varieties of apples a cewiin periodicity in the dropping at 
this time. Despite the disagreement u to the number of abscission waves, 
all of these investig.tlors agree in the observation thaI embryo abortion is 
primarily responsible for the abscission of the immature fruits of the ''june'' 
drop. 
The causes of embryo abonion, according to moSt investigators, ate 
nutri tional competition ,nd cen,in genetic (lICtors. The dropping of both 
flowers lIfld fruit through nutritional competition was suggested by Langley 
(105) and is emphasilcd by both Heinicke (83) and Howlett (91) to be of 
primary importance. T his would seem 10 be confirmed by the numerous 
experiments in which fruit setting is increased by ringing or by nitrogen 
appliC1don. The results of these studies arc summarized by Gourley and 
Howletr in their text (68). 
The genetic origin of either parent may also be:lon important factor in 
embryo abortion, particularly in the case of the rebtivcly infertile triploid 
varieties (22). Detjen (42) ,nd Detjen and G n.y (0) consider genetic fac-
tOrs of gte:ltet impocuna: du n the environmental one of nurrition; hov.'CVtt. 
they fa il to state the narure of these factors. It is interesting to note in this 
connection that under self-pollination the first drop of unpollinated and 
unfertilized flowers is usually very heavy ,nd succeeding ones lighter, where-
11$ cross-pollination usually ,ugments the second and later drops. This would 
suggeSt in the case of selfing that the incompatible pollen fails in its primary 
objective of feniliution. Similar observations have been made by Brink ,nd 
Cooper on the failure of pollen rubes to germinate. or (heir reduced growth 
in the case of self-pollinated alfalfa (32)_ 
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Development of the Frui t :md Seed 
Afler syngamy (fertil ization) the zygote undergoes a period of reST the 
length of which varies with the species and environmentll conditions (1 23). 
Mlheshwari (123) points out that in all but a few exceptional C:lS(S the divi-
sion of the primary endosperm nucleus invariably precedes that of [he 
zygote. In many species the endosperm may (onsis! of several dozen nudei 
by the lime of the first zygOtC division (21). The sequences of embryo and 
endosperm developmem in many plants hnc been cO~'ered in detail in an 
excdJent review by Brink lod Cooper (21); therefore:, only the m:c fruilS 
and those species pertinenr 10 this investigation will be discussed here. 
In hand-pollinated apple fruits, O src:rwalder (155) reported th:n the 
first cell division in the zygote occurred 9 days after pollination. Two- to 
four-celled embryos were found l( 12 days and at 16 days rhe embryos had 
as many as 14 cells. Determination of the number of cells in the embryo afrer 
this stage becomes very difficulr. so that the 6Q·celled embryos at 23 days 
and the 8O·cdled ones at 31 days may be considere<l only as reasonable esti-
mations. After 60 days the embryo is 5 mm long and almOSt completdy fills 
the embryo sac. Division of the endosperm nucleus precedes that of the 
zygote and (his (issue remains in a free-nuclear state for about 30 days. At 
this point the endosperm be<omes cellular except for a small portion at the 
chal:.ual end of the embryo sac. The endosperm reaches its maximum de-
velopment at 60 days and soon after is apparently digested for food by the 
developing embryo. The embryo is mature at approximately 97 days after 
fertilization. at which time the integuments begin to turn brown. Knight 
(102), in 1 study of self sterility in the apple, confirmed the observations of 
Qstetwalder on the eady stages of embryo development. More recent ob.. 
servations have been made by Sen (172) which suggeSt 1 periodicity in em-
bryo. seed and fruit devdopment similar to thar observed in stone fruits. 
Pechoutte (158) is credited with the first observations on embryo de-
velopment in PrtJll/IJ species and alrhough the details are not aPf'Ilten( from 
a ume relationship, a comf'llrison with the apple indicates that embryo de-
\'e!opment in PrUTlIiJ species is much slower. The periodicity referred to 
above in PrUTlliJ was established by the extensive investigations ofTukey 
(198; 199; 200; 201). 
Tukey (199; 2(0) proposes three stages of development which result 
in a periodicity of fruit growth. The first stage (I) is a tapid increase in the 
maternal tissue of the ovaly, including periarp. nucellus and integuments. 
In the stone frui ts this stage continues for abou t 40-50 days, during which 
embryo growth is extremely slow so that it may be said to remain in a state 
of "arreSted dC'o'elopment" (199). The endosperm during this Sc:.lgc reaches 
considerable development, possibly because of its double complement of 
m~ternal characters (Murneek, unpublished) . 
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During St2ge II the embryo grows npidly to maxima! size 2nd in {he 
proctSS digestS the endosperm tissue as food. The initiation of {his period 
of npid embryo development in both the stOne fruits and the apple may 
well coincide: with the change of the: endosperm from;i. free-nuclear to a 
(ellular smc (1 10; n~; \)8). While the embryo is n.pidly developing to a 
m:l.rure size the growth of aCCe$sory tissues, particularly the periarp. is very 
slow. The duration of this mgc of r:l.pid embryo development V2rics dc:pend. 
ing on the V2ricry and. in the case: of early ripening varieties. may b< as short 
as five days. When the period of embryo development is shon, abortion 
ensues and fruit ripening Stage III follows (202). With {he later ripening 
varieties, stage II may be prolonged for 40 days with the embryo maruring 
norm:dly. At the close of Stlllge It the perinrp increases npidly in siu co 
matunty. 
Tukey (20)) proposes a simii1r periodicity in the growth of the apple 
(see Sen above). Observations indicate that in apples the first st:l.ge of npid 
cortex (corus) development may involve an appreciable amount of growth 
by cell divi$ion which ceases at about the time of rapid embryo develop. 
ment. The final growth of the Cortex co maturity is almost emirely by cell 
enlargement. This same rype of development hu oon observed by Marce. 
Teubner and Murnec:k (126) wi l h the tomaco, in which a short period of 
protoplasmic growth ends with the npid development of t he embryo and 
subsequent growth of the fruit is by cell enlargement. It is imere$ting ro 
note in this connection that the respiration ute, mCllsured as CO. evolution, 
of apple fruits after an initial decrease again increases during the period of 
npid fruit enlargement (164). In their study RobertSon and Turner (164) 
made no obser.1ltions on the relationship between this change in respiratOr)' 
rate and embryo development in the apple; hO"" ever, Roux (166). working 
with stone fruits, found that with the arrest of perinrp development and 
the initiation of rapid embryo development, the respiration of the whole 
fruit leveled off". When the embryo reaches final size and pericarp enlarge-
ment resumes. the rate of respiration again inCCC"ases ( 166). 
O ther horticultural fruin which have received considerable attention 
&om the sundpoim of embryo and fruit development are the tomato (175) 
and pepper (30; 31). Because of the importance of the pepper in some of 
the studies in this invC"Stigation, the details of embryo developmem (31) and 
of some factors affec ting fruit setting (30) as reported by Cachon wi ll be 
given here. T he studies of embryo development (3 1) were conducted at a 
temperature of 7().80· F which was shown by an eulier study (30) to be 
optimal for seed development. Cochran states that fertilization occurs ap-
proximately 42 hours aftee pollination and: " AfttT j,,.tiliulion, thl zygMt 
"mllim in II Ill1ft 0/ rest for Z4 to 36 hi>un bt,fofl division JfllrIJ." The first tWO 
divisions of the zygote are transverse, giving rise to a linear pro-embryo of 
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four cells approximately four days afttr pollinadon. Funher (r~sverse divi-
sions produce a 6-celled embryo at five days. The periclinal division occurs 
around six days after pollination and the embryo at th is time consists of 
eight cells. Following this. divisions in the embryo are rapid with 14 cdls 
visible in a median section at eight days and more than 20 cells lit nine days. 
At this poim the embryo assumes the typical ball shape and it is difficult 10 
accurately determine the number of cells. The growth of the embryo is nlpid 
during this period with the size approximately doubling evcry tWO days. 
Mature embryo size is attained at approxim::uely 40 days aflcr pollination. 
The development of the endosperm in the ~ppcr differs from th:lt of the 
apple :lnd pe:lch in that cell walls:lIe presem from the time of the division of 
the primary endosperm nucleus. This division takes place almost imme-
diately following fertilization and therefore precedes zygote division by more 
than 24 hOUIS. When the zygote divides :l.nd is in :I. 2-celled stage, the endo-
sperm !lUy number as many:as 80 cells. With the rapid development of the 
zygote, beginning seven to eight d:ays :after pollin:ation, rhe endosperm is 
gradually digested. However, this process is slow at first :and the rapid divi-
sions of the endosperm continue to incre:ase the reladve volume of this ris-
sue al the expense of the nucellus until 20 to 25 days after poUin:ation (194). 
Relationship BetWeen Embryo Abortioo aod Narural Fruit Drop 
Kr:aus (103) made the following observations on seed development io 
dropped immacute apple frui ts. The earliest drops, presumably lhose falling 
shordy after abscission of unpollinated flowers_ showed only slight ovular 
developmenr. In these ovules lhere was evidence of some endosperm but 
linle or no embryo growth. Fruits which remained longer showed a much 
grealer degtee of endosperm development and usually, but not :always, some 
embryo grow~h. These would ptobably correspond 10 whal Murneek (143) 
classes as a thIrd drop_ In the fourth or June drop endosperm development 
was almost complete and lhe embryo clearly visible. This was rhe latest stage 
at which embl]'o abortion resulted in fruit abscission. In many ases embryo 
abortion which occurs at this stage of fruit developmenr ha:> liltle or no 
effect upon the rest of the fruit and is apparent only from the presence of 
shriveled seeds in the mature fruit (118). 
The work of ~tjen (42) provides:.t more detailed description of the 
stage of developmenr at which embryo aborrion occurs. In lhese studies the 
dropped fruits of Wealthy were examined in relation to the time of :abscis-
sion afrer full bloom. At 11 to 12 days, as Wilh the earliest drops of Kr:aus, 
embryo growth had proceeded only ro the four-celled Slage. Drops which 
fell:at 21 days to 22 days after bloom (third drop) contained embryos of ap-
proximately 16 cells. The laresr or June drops occurred 27 to 28 days after 
bloom and the embryos were multicellular, containing more than '0 cells. 
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Bryant (26) made a study of the factors affecring embryos in the j\k 
Intosh and found that both the time of fertilization and the nne of divi~ion 
in the embryo were dependent on the pollen parentage. The most effective 
pollenizers as far as fruit.-set wa~ ~oncerned, also produced the most rapidly 
developing embryos. WIth DeliCIOUS as the pollen parent. fruIt set was very 
good and embryo abortion rare. Where the notoriously poor pollenizers 
Baldwin and Gravenstein were used, or where Mci ntosh wa.s selfed, the 
embryos did develop to the 8-celled stage but at this stage they were ob-
viously degenerating. The slowest fate of embryo growth and earliest abor-
tions were found in the case of selfed Mcintosh. 
The relation~hip between embryo abortion and natural dropping of 
fruit in the Stone fmits is strikingly similar to that in the apple. Dorsey (44) 
observed three stages of drops in the plum. The first, immediately following 
full blonm, consisted of abortive pistils. The second drop occurred twO to 
four weeks after bloom and, according to Dorsey. waj due to non·pollina-
rion. The fact th:at the latest drops in this group were considerably larger 
than the earlier ones would seem to indic1te a compound wave actually con-
sisting of tWO types of dtops. Bradbury (18) confirms this and finds three 
waves of abscission occurring after the initial drop of abortive pistils. In this 
(ase non-pollinated pistils attained a maximum nte of dropp:n)!: 2 \1 weeks 
after bloom. A second wave of drops closely followed. with a maximum at 
3 \1 weeks. This second wave probably corresponds to the Ianer part of 
Dorsey's non·pollinated drop but, according to Bndbury's observations. 
the fruit contained either degenerate embryos or endo;perm or both. Brad· 
bury and Dorsey agree as to the nature and time of the June drop which 
occurs approximately three weeks after the second drop and in which em-
bryo growth is completely arrested. 
Some cytologieal derails of embryo development in normal and aborting 
fruits of the peach are provided by Harrold's STudy on the varieTY Carman 
(79) and by Dorsey's on the Elberta and the]. H. Hale (45). The zygote 
nucleus in fmits of the Carman divided as early as 12 days after fertil ization 
and at 14 days the embryo was in a 4-celled stage. Following thi.;. however. 
embryo p;towth was extremely slow until about a week before the period of 
retarded pericarp development (five to six weeks after bloom). The endo-
sperm nucleus divided four or five days prior to division in the zygote and 
remained in a free-nuclear state until the end of the sixth week. Harrold 
nored that degenention in aborting ovules might begin at rhe chahual end 
of the embryo sac and suggested that a disrupTion of the vascular system 
wa; responsible for both embryo abortion and fmit abscission. Consider:able 
difference is apparent between the details of embryo development as f1:iven 
by Bradbury and those described. by Dorsey for Elberta (45 J. Dorsey finds 
that rhe first division of the zygote in Elberta occurred at 23 to 27 days after 
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full bloom and that as late a. 40 days ~fter bloom the embryo had reached 
only a six to eight.cell~d stage, Endos~rm dh'ision ;n this case preceded 
zygOTe division bl' a w~k or more. In J. H. Hale. a variety in which retarded 
fruir or "buttons" are quite common, endosperm development was greatly 
retarded at bclth 20 to 40 days after bloom when compared to Elberra. In 
these cases degeneration of the z~',!!:ote was preceded bl' a distension of it. 
cells and vacuolization. At 47 days after bloom in dearly defined " buttons" 
there was no normal development of either embryo or endosperm. In these 
cases the zY,2:ote nucleus had faded to divide and was present to,2:ether with 
a few endosperm nuclei, Dorsey inferred that division in the zygote was de· 
pendent upon division in the endosperm from the fact that in 468 out of 
480 ovules ",·here zygote divi.ion had failed to take place. endosperm divi· 
sion was also lacking. 
Embrl'O abortion in the Mazzard cherry is discussed by Tukey (198) 
from the standpoint of e:.Irly ripening of the fruit in cerrain varieties. Nonnal 
and parallel development occurs in borh early and lare ripening types up to 
and includin}Z pan of srage II (rerarded pericarp and rapid embryo growth ) 
At this point certam variations appear. The duration of reurded pericarp 
development lasts 14 dap in the late ripening type. compared co eight days 
in the early types. \X'ith the initiation of stage III and the st(:ond period of 
rapid pericup ,growth the embryo in late maturing varieties develops to 
maturity. but in the early types embryo aborrion ukes place. Embryo abor· 
tion is observed as a sudden arrest in development and a loss of turgor in 
the nucellar tissue at the chl lnal end of the ovule. It is of conjiderable 
interest th~t these potentially lbonive embryos may be cultured artifiCially 
and grow into seedlings. This would s«m to indicate either the presence in 
the intact ovule of somt: inhibitory substance which is reurdin,2: normal em· 
bryo growth. or pOSSibly the lack of an adCC]uate supply of nutrients. 
Somatoplastk Sct:riliry as a Mt:chanism of Embcyo Abonion 
Considerable Iighr may be shed on the problem of embryo abortion by 
an examinarion of the evidt:nce accumulated by Brink. Cooper and their co· 
worker; in suppon of rheir theory of "Somatoplastic Sterility" (1~; 22; 32; 
33: 34: 35: %: 37). Somatoplastic sterility lS l factor in embryo abortion 
invok es a hyperplasia or overgrowth of the maternal tissues of the ovule 
such ~s nucellus and integuments. H ypetplasia occurs as a result of an initial 
la}< i,n th~ normal development of the endosperm and a; a consequence dis· 
inte,2:[arion of th is tissue ensues (19). 
Th~ fate of ~n ovule is often apparent from the onset of ferrilizarion 
"'hen conductive tissues fail to differentiate betwet:n the apex of the vascol· 
Iar bundle and the chalazal pocket (33 ). The rate of embryo development 
in the abortive ovules is much slower than in normal s«ds (21 ) and vac· 
uolization of rhe embryo cell; occurs quite elrly. These phenomena were 
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first observed in alfalfa (Mtdicd!O laliva) where selfin~ results in ~ poor set 
of seed (19: 32: 33). b ter. this same series of events WllS found to occur in 
unfruitful interspecific (fosse~ of Nicotiana and in Niroliana x tomato, 
Nicoliana x perunia and Nicotiana x Nicandra (33: 35). The abortion of the 
endosperm and embryo in imerspecific crosses had been pteviously observed 
by F.enner (163) in Oenorhera and by Kostoff (101) in Nicofiana hybrids. 
Brink and Coop<:r (20) emphasize rhe importance of the function of the 
endosperm as a nutritive tissue for the developing embryo. The low initial 
amounts of stored reserves within the embryo ~ac in most angiosperms is 
taken as evidence of this dependency. 
The direa c:.luse of abordon is attributed ro the inability of the endo· 
sperm to keep plce with the growth of the surrounding tissues (20). Evi· 
dence to support this hypotheSis is raken from later work in which it W1, 
shown that intetspecific hybrid embryos (Horde1lm Jubalum x 5«ait Cfftaft) 
were not necessarily infertile. but rhat they (ould be excised and cultured 
and would develop into mamre plantS (22: 37). 
Subsequent work by this group (98; 21') on embryo culture has indio 
cared that embryo growth is primarily dep<:ndent on pH. maintenance of a 
high osmotic pressure, and an adequare supply of nutrients. particularly 
amino acids (215). No evidence has been found for a n<:eessary growth factor 
such as auxin or the coconut mil k "factors" of van Overbeck it al. (206). 
Haagen.Smit et al. (72) also found that COCOOl,H milk was unnecessary for 
growth of excised corn embryos. Sanders and Burkholder (168) investig:l.ted 
more closely the importance of amino acid mixtures for embryo growth and 
found that either casein hydrolysare or a mixrure of 20 amino acids markedly 
improved growth and differentiadon of Darura embryos. 
The litet::l.rure covering the culture of excised plant embryos has recently 
been reviewed by McLane and Murneek (129). In their own investigations 
on the growth substance of eorn endosperm ("syng~min") they found that 
casein hydrolysate was the equivalent of corn extract in stimu12ting the total 
growth of excised corn embryos. However. casein hydrolysate did nOt per-
form the additional function of preventing root differentiation ob$erved 
with the corn extracr. The function of the corn eXtraCt as a nuuitive factor 
was further emphasized by the fact that removal of the amino acids in the 
extraCt by precipitation with mercuric acetate completely removed the stim-
ularing effect on growth of corn embryos. The nature of the substance 
present in corn extraCt that inhibits root development of the cultured em-
bryos was indiCllted in sub·surface cultures to which indole·3·aceric acid was 
added. No comparison was made, however, of the rype of embryo growth 
obtained with corn extract and (hat produced by a combination of Cllsein 
hydrolysate and indole:oceric add. 
The presence of a substance in the endosperm of developing ovules 
which inhibits premature germ ination of the embryo is indiCllted by the 
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work ?f Randolph and Cox (161) on excised Iris embryos. Embryos when 
completely detached from the endosperm germinared prompdy, but when 
left in conract with even a sm~JI portion of the endosperm their growth was 
inhibited or progressed slow I}' in an atypical manner. 
The earliest observlltion of a similar relationship was made by Laibach 
(104) who by excission and artificial cultivuion was able to ptoduce em-
bryos from cro= which normally abort. Satina and Bbkeslee (169) in their 
studies of Datura crosses provide cytological evidence on this subjea. In a 
comparison of crosses of D. stramonium x D. mftfl. with the normal develop-
ment of D. stramonium selfed_ endosperm development began earlier in the 
abortive cross and division of the zygote was delayed. Disintegtation in the 
aborting ovules was found 10 occur first in either the embryo or Ihe endo-
sperm: however, retardation of the embryo was much greater and occurred 
earlier than in the endosperm. Apparently the endosperm is more resisnllt 
initially to the inhibiting substance it produces since its cells 2re apparently 
normal up to the seventh da}", when disintegration begins. Inhibilion of 
zygotic developmenl is ap~rent as early as the fifth day when its fitst divi-
sion is delayed. Al six to seven days, normal development of the embryo had 
reached a 16- to 3D-celled stage; whereas. in the aborting cross, only 4 ro 6 
cdls are apparent and maximum development beyond this is to the S-celled 
stage. 
The conAict of these observations with the "somaloplastic slerility" 
theor~' of Brink md Cooper (35) may be in ~rt resolved by the observation 
that the cells of the epithelium (referred to as nucellus by Brink and Cooper) 
do enlarge with diSintegration of the embryo and endosperm (169). Thus 
it is possible that the hyperplasia of the maternal tissues is dependent up-
on the release from lhe aboning endosperm or embryo of a scimulating 
growrh subsrance. That this subs lance may be indoleacetic acid or a closely 
relared derh-ca.rive mighl also be inferred from the faa that embryo develop-
ment is relarded by indoleacetic acid (129). The dual effect of this growth 
regulalOr in srimulating cell ex~nsion in certain tissues and inhibiting cell 
divisions and merisremaric activity in others is well established (29, 211). 
Induction of Embryo Abortion with Plant Growth Regulators 
Al leas t three studies have been initiated recend)' to investigate the pos-
sibility of a hormonal function in "somatopbsric sterility" (23; 189; 194). 
Brillen (23) studying lhe e/feel of naphthaleneacetic acid (Nt..) on corn 
embryos S!"llleS lhat: "- il might appear that a condition approaching soma-
IOplasric sterility has been achiC\'ed. The resemblance to somatorlasdc steril-
ity. on lhe olher hand. mar be merely superficial. The effects 0 N A may be 
of a general nalUre-stimulation at first, when the only tissues welJ enough 
developed to respond are lhe malernal tissues-and retarding later-at 
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which time the embryonic tissues 2fe rhe most sensitive to their environ· 
ment." It was found that treatment of the com car at approximately the time 
of feniliution one day after pollination, produced effeets noticeable to Ihe 
naked eye within three days. T here was a temporary stimulation of the 
treated ovaries for eight to nine days after which developmall lagg«l behind 
that of normal cuyopsis. Differentiation of the plumule.r'2dical axis normal· 
Iy occurred at about nine days after pollination and the embryo rC':l.ched ma-
ture size at th~ w~ks. One day after treatment with naphtha!cneacetic 
acid, an aecentuated elongation of the ovary lad taken place but there was 
no appuent effect on embryo and endosperm size. Six days after pollination 
the endosperm was smaller in the treated ovules. with srill no difference in 
embryo development_ At 10 days. all pans of control ovuie~ were larger. 
The control embryos were well differentiated while the embryos of treated 
o\"1lries wen: much smaller and in the undifferentiated '1r.aJl-shape:." Afta 12 
days both treated and conuol embryos were well differentiated and differ· 
ences were primarily in size and degree of development. A degradadon oc-
cured in the treated ovaries during 12 ro IS days. particularly in the embryo. 
T he "endosperm! of tI"C'2ted ovuies were br~. not re/lecting the effects of 
rreatment to the same extem as the embryos." 
Ovule abort-ion in Tra4n(4n1;(l1S induced by 2,.I-dichlorophenoxyaretic 
acid (2,4-0) wu investigated by SW2nson (189). He found that the younger 
the ovule at the time of treatment the greater effect a given concentration 
of 2,4-D had on subse<Juent development. When trearment was made at 
anthesis wirh 10 ppm 00,"·0 , ferdlization was probably prevented and the 
ovaries dehised within a few days. When rreatmenr was delayed until one 
day after pollination, fertilization took plue but both the z)'gote and endo· 
sperm nuclei F.!.iled ro divide and abortion of the ovule followed shonly. 
Treatment 2 day~ after anthesis gave less severe effe<ts. though. genen!-
Iy. complete seed F.!.ilure resulted. In this cue a comparison was made be· 
tWeen trI~ated ~nd control ovules. In the treated ovule ~t five da)'$, enlarge-
ment had taken place and division occurred in both endosperm and embryo. 
The latter was in a4-celled Stage. In normal d"'e1opment the "·celled em· 
bryo occurred at 11 days after amhesis. and tI"C'2tmenl seemed to induce p~' 
marure development. Eight days after [[C':I.tment ovule collapse w:tS complete 
although the embryo w:tS still evident as a highly v:\C\Iolate and poorly suin· 
ing StrUCture. The critical tim~ for induction of embryo aboHion in Tr4d· 
ts(4n1;O was found to be approximately four Jays after amhesis. Treatment 
at this stage resul ted in weakly staining, evacuolated embryos with a more 
or less normal endosperm and when trearment was delayed untilS days after 
anthesis the ovules matured withoul colbpse. An imeresting noration is 
that in no case did [he 2.4-D treatment induce excessive develnpment of the 
maternal tissues (nucellus or integuments), which would be evident if a 
"somatoplastic sterility" mechanism were involved. 
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Inhibition of pepper tmbryo development with Napthl]cneacetic u id 
(NA) h1S been ob~r\'ed by Teubner lnd Murn«k (194 ). These Il,orkers 
found that either whole plam spn)"S of NA (200Jpm) or injection of 0.01 
ml 0(0.001,\1 NA into the placental tissue waul completely inhibit fruil 
o"ule and embryo development of fruit three to five dll'S after :l.nlhcsis. 
Trcarmcnr of prc·feniiiZ:l.tion ovuies (one TO tWO days after pollination ) 
prevented fertilization and rcsul!ed in p~Hthcn<Xlrpic fruit development. 
Af!cr ferriliution a slow rare of cmbr)'Q development through a series of 
Irlnsvcrsoe divisions g:l\'c risc to a six·celled Iine1r procmbrro. These stages 
of embryo dC\'e!opmcnt were susceptible [0 inhibition b}" NA nCltmCnt. 
R~pid ernbrro development through perk'linal divisions begins on the si:Hh 
dar after pollination and embryo inhibition could nO{ be obtained when 
fruit six or more dars after pollin:ation were croted. Most of the NA inhib-
ited embtros "'erc in a fou.-cell stage of development and v,'cre morphO-
10$icall)" indistinguishl ble from norm:ally developing four-cell embryos. 
Subsequent development, however. ,,':as completely pre\'emed and the inhib· 
ired fruil with rhese: embr~'os re:mained on the pl:antS for as long lS 90 dl)'s 
without further growth. E"amin~tion of inhibited o \"U!es :afrer 12 da )'s reo 
\'ealed no Change in the ::trpearance of the four-celled embryos: however. 
there was some ... -vidence ot endosperm degcnct;ttion. In the oldest inhibited 
o\'u[es cx:amined (90 da)'s :afrer trearment) degcnention of rhe endosperm 
,,'as almost comple:te while the: ce:lIs of the: embrro " 'erc chancrcrizcd b)' 
vacuoJi~ltion and conce:ntr~tion of the c)'TOpl:asm lround the nucleus. The 
dcgener:Hing embryo sao at this point exhibited a hyperplasia of the epithe· 
lium .,,,hich had been found by Cooper (33) TO be chat;tcreriJllc of"'som:a[Q-
plastic" dcgenention. 
At the present lime only tWO reportS (118: 149) ha\'e app"~red dealinp: 
""jth hormone induced emb.yo abortion in the: trCC fruits lnd these will be 
considered under the section delling with the mc:chlnisffis offruit thinning. 
Production of Narural H o rmone:s during 
frui t and Seed Development 
~ reduced ,!::ro""lh of polle:n rubes under conditions of self.incompati. 
bilit)· mentioned in a pre\'ious section rna)" have: a ;ignifinnce: in the: role of 
fruit set and de\'e1opme:nr in addition to the 6i[ure offcrriliudon. The 
producrion of natural hormones during [he grov."th of the pollen robe down 
the SI~'1e hls bcc:n tC\'i("tl,-ec! m:entlr by Muir (I38) . Th:at this hormone pr()-
docrion ma~' accoont ior the: initi:al stimol:ation of froif dC"'dopment and the: 
!emporllr prevention of abscission has been pointed out by Nitsch (I ~I). 
In a later tC\·ie\\·. :\"itsch (152) St::l.tC"S thar "When growth of the: pollen 
tube is slo"". abscission of the 51)'le or C"'en of the ""hole Ho"''tt may prevcot 
fruit set." Thos. the: reduced pollen tube gro",·th found whe:n incompatible 
pollen is used might ",ell be Ihe reason for the increased first drop of apple 
tlo"l.'rs o!>sen·ed b,' Murn~k (143). 
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The slimuh.tive effect of pollen W:.lS fint observed by Milbrdet (34) 
who was ~ble to produce p~rrhenoorpic fruits of the Euro~an snpe by 
using pollen of the clo$ely related species ItmptlopsiJ htd~raua. Similarly. 
Wellington (210) wu able to obt~in seedless fruits of the Seckel pear by 
applyinJot 10 Ihe slyle. pollen of the WC':lllhy apple. That pollen itself may 
C(lntain appreciable amounts of active growth substances was first indicated 
by rhe work of Massart (127) who applied triturated pollen to the stigmas 
of cucurbiB and obtained partial fruit development. 
A second source of hormone in the course of fruit development is from 
the seed (1)1). The act of feniliution in itself W:.IS suggested by Murneek 
(142) to be a soum: of stimulation not only to the fruit or seed. but in some 
measure to the entire plant. Wirrwer (2 1') has since investipled (his prob. 
lem and found a major peak of hormone accumulation in corn kernel. fol-
lowing fertilization. In lieu of chemical identification Ihis growth submnce 
was termed "syngamin." The studies of McL:tne and Murneek (29) on the 
efftct of syngamin comaining corn extracts on developmenl of excised im-
mature corn embryos has been reported in a previous section. Since these 
dlrlier studies wC'rC' initialed, RedC'mann. Wittwer and S.:!I (162) have i.so-
bred and identified this substance :lS the ~hyl ester of indoleacetic acid. 
Nutman (t)3), in a qrological study of (he dC'veloping rye grain. has 
proposed th:.it a series of disintegrative events in the ovule arc: closely related 
to concommittant or subsequent developmental changes. Among these are 
the simultaneous diSintegration of the synergids :.Ind the muitiplicacion of 
the antipodals. which occur during the early divisions of the embryo fo.3 
days after fertiliution ). Following this, the antipodals disintegn.te and at 
the same lime the endosperm nuclei r~pidly multiply and the nucellar pi1l1r 
differenthres. As the nucellar pillar disintegrates, formation of the ~leurone 
byer begins. During the latter phase of degenen.tion of rhe nucellar pillar. 
the en<kosperm in the region of the :iCUtellar primordia also btCllks down and 
these e,-ents arc accompanied by the accumulation of st~rch in the rest of the 
endosperm and of protein in the aleurone layer. Differentiation of the vari-
ous embryonic primordia also accompanies nucellat disintegration. Final 
maturation of the embryo follows disintegration of that PUt of the endo-
spetm in COnt~CI wilh the scutellum ~nd in the reg ion of the stem apex. the 
first Idlf primordium ~nd tnc: colcorhiza. 
The nature of the relationship between the;e events. whether nutri-
tional. hI'Irmonal. 01" merely coincidental. is as yet obscun'. It rc:mains 10 be 
seen whether any definitc physiological dan may be obained on the first of 
these events. disintegration of the synergids and ~ntipodals which represent 
on 1)" 3 ver)' small portion of the IOtal volume of the ovule. As to Ihe later 
phenomena and disintegn.tion of thc endosperm in particular, considen.ble 
evidence as to the hormonal nature has been presented by !-latchet (82). 
It was found that fr« ~uxin (unidentified) appeatcd C2rly in Ihe third week 
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2i~cr an:hesis. ",'hich ""ould c<>incid~ wir.h r.he :I. ppcar:lncc of the first leaf 
pnmordl2 of d~ cmbrro and wah the begmnmg of endosperm de~cr:arion 
near the scutellum. During the next momh. as [he embryo ffi3tUres. the 
auxin comem of the gl1lin increases to 3 maximum and then diSllppears with 
ripo:ning. ·'Dl.lring dissolution of the cnda.perm in the proximit), of the 
scutellum . a layer of depicted cells was noted-in this region the highest 
oonc('n(ra(ion of auxin in the rye g!':l.in is to be (ound:' 
One of the tulies! 31ccmprs to ':XU'3(1 and idemify the auxin of <C:tc:l1 
gnins .... as br A' -cry" 4/. (2) who extl":lCled corn endosperm and obuined 
an acid I3bi1e. albli nable substance. Similu procedures u5C'd by H22gen. 
Smit and co .... orkers (1 1) resulted in Ihe iciencifi('lltion of this subst~nce 0b-
tained from whe:tt C1'Idosperm as indole-3-acetic acid. This v.-:u luCT confirm· 
ed for corn endosperm by Berger and A very (12) and Haagen-Smjt It al. 
(73). I t is of imereS[ thu H aagen·Smit tt al. (71), in their identi fication of 
the wheat endosperm auxin. also found an alhli·labi le auxin and that the 
procedURS used in the $l.Iccessful extnetion of lA by both groups of workers 
in\·oh·e<! alhline methods (12; 71 ). The isolation of the eth\'1 ester of in-
dole:oceric acid from ethanol exrnctS of corn kernels (162) would seem to 
IIncnnr a re-O:VlIIluation of Ihe in \'esligations where IA has bttn extnCled 
from endosperm under alkaline conditions, T he alkali·labile nature of lhe: 
"auxin precursor" from corn kernels ( 12; U ) would seem to provide furlher 
teason fot this re·ev'a!lla tion. 
Luckwm (108) has recently isolated a substance from apple endosperm 
which is :active in the sening of panhenoc:arpic tomato froit, Partial idc:ntifi· 
c:uion of this substance (113) h:as indicated that it is acidic in nature; how-
eyer. the method of sepanrion in"olves alkaline IrelUment :and Ihe factlhat 
a corresponding loss in f!\li t setting :activit}' OCC\lrs (as much as two-thirds) 
might indicate the presence of an alkali·labile ester. Luckwill and WoocIc:ock 
(Ill) mainnin Ihal Ihe apple C1'Idospcrm hormone is nO£ indole:ocetic acid 
since the latter is only acid labile while the active principle of endosperm 
extl'2Cts is both acid and alhli·bbile. This would seem to provide further 
proof of the presence of 2 hrdroJysabJe ester. 
In later chromatographic studies of the apple endosperm hormone, 
Luckv.~JJ (116) reports an Rf value of 0.83 for this substance which is widely 
distributed in the reproduclive tissues of pear, app le: , gnp' and tomato. as 
.... ell :as the yegenti"e Stem tips of tomato 2nd young leaves of broccoli, The 
method of ex tnClion of Ih is unknown growth substance is by boiling the 
tissue with water and elluaCling tn.:: substance: from the Wlller fi ltnte with 
~hyl ether (lU). Using a solve:nt ofbUlanol/ammonia in Ihe chromato-
graphic studies an Rf of o.}~ ,",'as obta ined for synthetic IA (indoleacetic 
acid) and for fA extracted from aspangus fruin. The indoleacetic acid prob-
~bJr for ms an ammonium ul t " 'hich would be lebtivcly insoluble in the 
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but"nol whCf~s the unknown hormone, if the ethyl esrer. woulcl remain 
extremely soluble in the alcohol solvelll, and this could aCCOlJ1lI for the high 
Rf VlIlue of 0.83. Bennet-Clark "nd his coworkers (8) , using a solvent of iJo· 
propylalcohollammon12, found Rf v"lues for lA, IP (indolc:propionic acid) 
and IB (indolebutyric acid) of 0.'2. 0.'9 and 0.66, respc:ctively. In eheir 
studies. the IOC:l.[ion of the substances "fief migntion was determined by 
developing with a pc:rchloric lcid-fcrdc chloride solution similar to the 
Salkowski reagelll of Tang and Bonner (lyO). IA with this relgcllI gave a 
crimson color, IP a pink.brown, and IB an orange color (8). It was also noted 
that the Rf of fA increascd in acid and decreascd in alkaline solvents, and 
th"t thc Rf also decre:;!.sro with the chain length of rhe alcohol solvcnt. 
Wittwer (213) in 1943 fits! noted the high activity o f corn endosperm 
e)({DetS in selling panhenocarpic fruit of the romato. This characteristic, 
which hu since been established for the ethyl es ter of indoleacetic lcid 
(162). hllS 1I«n used by Marre lfId Murncek (124; 12') in studies of carbo-
h)'dnte metabolism during the ~rly stages of development of corn kernels 
and tOlTUtO fruit and by Marre, Teubner and Murneek (J 26). and Teubner. 
Marre and Mumcek (192) on phosphorus metabolism in tomuo ov"ries. 
Luckwill (109) has employed" method of p1rthenOCIrpic seuing of 
tomUO fruie for a semi-quantitative CS timation of growth substanccs isolated 
from apple endosperm. Using this method (110) he was able to correlate 
the periods of high auxin cOntent of apple seeds with corresponding periods 
of reduced fruit drop in the apple variety Beauty of Bath. Two peaks of 
auxin accumulation were found which corresponded to the initiadon of cell 
wall formadon in the endosperm and to the eventUal matuntion of the em-
bryo. The drop in hormone content of the seeds after rhese peaks corre-
sponded to the ptriod of rapid embryo development and to the desication 
of the endosperm and nucellar layers in the mature seed. Tn a la ter article, 
Luckwill (Ill) correlates rhe twO paks of high hormone content of the: seed: 
with the cessation of the first and J une drops. The low points in hormone 
Cootent occur during or slightly prior to the fust. June. ~nd preharvcst drops. 
This same type of evidence has been established by Luch.iIl for che VlItiety 
une's Prince Alben (112), "nd (or Crawley Beauty (117). In the latter pa-
per." hypothcsis is presented for the relationship between hormone pro-
duction by the developing apple seed and natural fruit drop. The pc~k of 
hormone production in Lane's Prince Albert appeared to be associated with 
embryo abortion where 80 percent of the embryos has ceasro development 
by the 9th wc:c:k after petal fall. In this c"se endosperm development con-
tinued until The 10th wc:c:k ~nd in the absence of digestion br the embtro 
re"ched " considerable volume. This is suggested (Q account for high hor-
mone production during rhis period (117). 
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Hormones :.lnd P:.lrthenoc:.ltpic Fruit Devc:lopment 
Two excellent reviews (70: 151) ha"e appe~red in recent years d<:aling 
with the role of hormones in fruit development. Gust1lfson (70) discusses 
this topic primaril)' from the standpoint of ~nifi(ial parthenonrpic fruit 
development :,lnd preSentS a brief aCCOUnt of the e:.lr!y work done in this 
field. The physiolog}' of fruit development "'as covered in a revie\',' and in a 
recent tte::leise bv Nitsch {I ~ I: 1 52}. For the purposes of this discussion, only 
thar phase of the subject which deals with attempts 10 induce partheno· 
arpic fruit development with synthetic growth subst1lnccs in tret fruits will 
be covered. 
Gardner and Marth (59) reported in 1937 their unsuccessful attempts 
10 induce panhenocarpic fruit devc:lopment in the apple. In this invescig:z. 
rion. successful p:.lnhenOC:.lrpic fruit de,'elopmenr "'as obtained "'ith the 
stnwberry and fltx~p,1(a (Amerion Holly). However, when Starking apple 
treeS were sprayed in full bloom with a solution oflA (0.01·0.06%) no par· 
thenoatpic fruits developed. It "'as :.llso noted that the higher concentra· 
tions oflA produced marked injury 10 [he flower piseils. 
Since the work of Gardnn and M~r[h ('9), other attempts to produce 
parrhenocatpr in tree fruits have met with f:.li\ure with the notable excep· 
rion of the work on the Burlett peu br DeTar. Griggs and Crane (41) us· 
ing 2.4,' rrichlorophenoxypropionic :.lcid (2.4 .,.TP). When Bartlett trees 
were spnyed at the pink bud, full bloom. or petal 611 stages with concentt;l.-
rions of2A.'·TP from 25 to tOO ppm a Significant increase in fruit ~t w~s 
obtained. It is interesting to note, however, that this variety produced a 
large percentage of parthenOC:.lrpic fruit normally (92 . 7%) ~nd Ihat (he per. 
cent of panhcnocarpic fruit on the sprayed trees (94 .1%) did not differ sig. 
nificantlY from that of the conccols. 
Th': unsuccessful attempts to increase rhe ser of tree fruits inelude Ihe 
work of Pomt:to, ~nd Aldrich (160) on citrus, of Smith (176) on pecans. 
and ofButkholder and McCown (2S) on the apple. 
Chemical Thinning of Fruit at Full Bloom 
The report of Burkholder and McCo"'n (28) that naphthaleneacetic 
acid (NA) applied as a spray to apple Irc:c:s in full bloom would reduce fruit 
~t was closely followed by other in\'estigarions on bloom spraying ,,·ith 
plant growth substances at \'1[ious experimenT srations (3; 4; ~: 170: 171 ). 
Prior to this the U~ of caustic materials such as rhe dinicro compounds. ap· 
plied at fuJI bloom, had been found to reduce ,et br injuring rhe flo"'cr 
pistils (121 ; 122) or by acting as a pollc:n;cide (86) . Hemphill (84 ) demon. 
strated that spraying /lower buds of the tomHO eight days prior to anrhesis 
wirh p-chlorophenoxyacetic acid caused collapse of as much as 4' per· 
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C~nt of the pollen grains. When treument W:l.S dda)·e.::! until four days 
prior to anthesis. the percentage of affected pollen "'"2S rtduced to ;, and 
the eff"tct of Ihe Ift'"atmtnt was a prtmature gtrmin2tion and subsequem 
abortion of the pollen tubes r::nher than a eollapse of the pollen grain . Re-
cently. Lud,,,,·ill (118) has shown that when NA is used as:oJ. th inning spray 
at full bloom on apple'S a similar mtchanism exists. Spraying open Aowers 
with Nil before pollinadon he increased Ihe percentage of aborting pollen 
tubes in the 5tyle from 29 percent in the conuols to as high as 94 perccnt 
with 100 ppm NA. The usual concentrations ofNA used for blossom thin· 
ning. iO and 20 ppm increased the percentagc of aborting pollen rubes from 
29 to 47 and 70 percent. tespccctively. T he abscission of so called un pol. 
linatcd tlowers(actually unfenilized is a mote appropriate term) subsequent 
to this treatment was thereby increased. but dropring of the developing 
fruit was unafl'tcted. Luckwill rdns to this action 0 Nil ar blossom time as 
"induce.::! incompatibility" between thc pollen rubes and the stylar tissuc. 
Ceruin disadvantages of thinning at full bloom to reduce fruit set are 
inherent in the use of both caustic and hormon~ type materials (' : 147). 
These. as given by Murneek (147 ). are: The inability to accur:lIdy estim:m 
the final fruit set at bloom due to extent of natural dropping and the pos-
sibility of la re frosts and the danger of foliage injury. particularly to the im· 
mature spur le:wes. The discovcry (170: 171) that the amidc of Nil C!\uscs 
much less injury ro foliage. even at the higher conccmrations re<ju ired for 
adequate thinn ing. has !:trgdy eliminated this phase of the problem (90) . 
The second difficult)' involved in full bloom thinning was overcome to a 
great extent with the de"dopment of post.bloom thinning of fruit. 
Development of POST' bloom Thinning of Fruit 
T he first report of po~t-bloom th inning with NA was in 194~. by 
Davidson tt al. (39) . This report was con firmed the follnwing year by 
Stebbins. Neal and Gardner (186). These workers found that appliolion of 
thinning sprays al petal.fall to twO or Ihree weeks lfter peul.fall were leu 
effective than sprays applied at full bloom, but that in these ases {he thin· 
ning secured w:.l.S adt'"<;juate (39) . In this earliest study aCNal records of fruit 
set were nOt madl" and the conclusions were derived from (he reduction in 
number of fruit harvested from e~ch tree. Stebbins ft al. (186) found chat 
~pplication of NA at petal-fall would rhin We~lthy almost as well as full 
bloom spl"llys. Petal·f.l.1J spu),s of 10 ppm ~nd above overthinned Mclntosh 
while the same concentrations on Dutchess gave good thinning (186). 
These reportS preceded 1 number of investigations which werc d«igned 
primarily to esrablished the time o t applic2tion and concentrarion of Nil 
for the more impomnt apple variede'S (89: 114; 14;;; 178; 179). The results 
obtained by Southwick and Weeks ( 179) demonstrated thaI effective Ihin· 
ning of ~pples coold be obtained when hormone sprays v,'eR applied as late 
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as [",'0 to four weeks afrer the C1Jyx mge. Ludcwill (114) in Engl1nd points 
out thac the time afte r petal.litll when chinning with NA is no longer pos-
sible varies with both varier)' and se:lson. The variety Emmelh Early could 
be [hinned v.'ilh NA only up 10 twO weeks after petal.fall, whercu wilh 
twO Other varieties. Crawley Scauey and Miller's Seedling. good thinning 
could be secured by sprays applied as laIC as [blce :lnd four weeks respective. 
J)' (144). Murneek (148) 51ll[(5 that the optimum conccntr::l.lion of NA for 
this 'rpc of lhinning nnges between 10 and }O ppm, depending on the 
variel)', whecher annual or biennial bearer, and [he rime of appliclltion. h 
is genttally concedcU ('; 114: IS}) thai Ihc earlier an appJi{'l\{ion ofNA is 
made (Of' post.bloom thinning of lIpple5 the more effective any single con· 
centralion wi II be . However, Murnc:ck (14) points out that some resu lis 
with)onathan indiote an increase in scnsitivity to NA from calyx to tWO 
weeks luer and then a sharp decrease in sensitivity. 
Some :l.dditional informlltion as ro this period of increased sensitivity 
in post·bloom thinning may be derived from information which is available 
on peach thinning. Early attempts to thin peaches with growth regulaton, 
applied 2t full bloom and as lare as tWO wc:cks after pc:ral.f:dl, were largely 
unsuccessful (144; 177). H ibbard lIna Murneek (8) later found thu ap· 
pliC:lIion of NA ar:a coneentra tion of 40 ppm one month lifter bloom would 
give good thinning where the S1me concentration applied three wc:ck$ after 
bloom gave little or no reduction in fruit SCt, These: results were later eon· 
firmed by Ed~erton and Hoffman (47). 
At prescnt Ihe only other fruit crop of import:l.ncc for which hormone 
th inning has bc:c:n developed is thc ol i,'e. Hanmllnn (81 ) h2s recently re· 
poned the uSC: of NA :as a posI.bloom thinning agc:nt for rhis crop. Although 
H2rtm2nn States Iha t early post.bloom applications arc: moll' effective 
in reducing fruit SCt (thinning), only one actual comparison w:as made 
us ing the same concentrat ion at various intervals after bloom. Conrrary to 
Hartmann's statement, some of his data indicates a period of increased sen-
sitivitl' for Ihe olive similar to thar found for certllin apple varielies and for 
the peach. For example. with the variety Asc:oI1no. the data for which fur· 
ni.h 1 suitable comparison, rhe following results were obtllined:lS percent 
of fruit Il'mlining by mid-Jul)' on the basis of the number of fruit at spray· 
ing: 240 ppm 17 dll)'S lifter bloom-35 percent. controls-60 percent: 200 
ppm:lt 29 d:ap-43 percem. controls-SO pc:rcent. Although the concentra· 
tions employed arc not suiclly comparable and no daD all' gh'en pc:tDining 
to Ihe fruit SCt:as percent of original number of infloresc:ensc:. at bloom, it 
may be: sc:c:n that while the early spray resulted in approxim:ltc:ly 42 percent 
Il'duction in set. the applic:l tion at 29 dllYS gave :148 percent reduCl ion in 
set. In a later swdy on the Mission variety. in which t he concentration of 
NA W3S maint:l.ined lit 150 ppm. the following sets per 100 inflorescenses 
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were obuined at dilfe rent times of appiioltion: a days (full bloom), 0.0; ~ 
days, 1.3; 9 day •. 0.9; 14 days, 1.7. The set increased with applica tion at later 
dates and at 33 days there was no reduction in set compared with con lrols 
on which the set varied from 14.7 to 30.3. Although the dara provide only 
an indication. and no information is presented as to the significance of these 
reductions, it would seem that in the olive a period of increased sen.>itivity 
occurs approximately nine days after full bloom. 
The cvidence for a period of increased sensitivit)' of tree fruiu to post-
bloom rhinning applicadons of NA is admiuedly not clear except in the 
case of the peach (47; 8~ ). However, the fact that certain varietics of apples 
seem to exhibit th is sc:nsitive period and the pos.>ibility that olivcs may also 
be more susceptible to post-bloom thinning spl"llys ~ .. ould seem to warl"llnt 
further investigation on this phase of hOtmone thinning. Indeed, this may 
well be one of the explanations for erl"lltic resultS, as Southwick (ISO) points 
out. 
Other important pl"llctical a.:;pcCtS of hormone thinning in genera! and 
post.bloom thinning in panicular, are the effects of thinning sprays on the 
control of biennia I bearing and on rhe increase in fruil size. In mOSt cases, 
thinning Spl"llys, if applied early enough to obtain good thinning. have re-
sulted in an increase in fruit size at maturity. However. in ceruin cases rela-
tively late spnying has resulted in a marked decrease in fruit siu: at maturity 
even though good thinning was effected. That this may be due to a reurding 
effect on fruit development has been suggested by Luckwill (1 14 ). This 
effect WllS first observed by Greene (6<.1) who noted that applications of NA 
to St:uking apples one month after bloom reromkd the growth and prevent-
ed the normal development of the fruit. A similar effect of relatively la le 
$pr2ying hu been observed by Mumeek and Teubner (149) and of applia.-
rions at pcul-hil and two weeks Iarer by Luekwill (118). The imporWlee of 
thinning in rhe control of biennia I be:uing in certain varieties is discussed 
by Murneek (147). Work of Southwick and Weeks (181; 182) has been 
the most excensive in determining the effect of dme of application and 
degree of thinning on the production of flowers in succcC<iing yea.t$. As with 
the observatiO!l$ on fruit size, the time of application has been found to be 
important in control of biennial be2ring habit!. Hormone sprays applied 
four weeks ali:er calyx to McIntosh trees increased the percent of blossoming 
spurs the following year from 22.4 to 43.' ; however, this later spl"lly was 
not nearly as successful as application at t"'·o weeks after calyx. which in· 
cteased blossoming to 6~.9 percenr (181). In both C1SCS che amount of thin-
nin! secured WllS approximately the same. Similar results were obtained for 
Go den Delicious in the s~me study but the notorioujly biennial bearer 
Early McIntosh failed to respond to the thinning treatments in so far as 
blossoming the following year was concerned. In a later study Southwick 
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and Weeks (182) were able to induce blossoming the following year in 
Bdd""'in wilh thinning 5pr.l)"S of NA applie<l twO w«ks after catp. This 
vuicty is also noted for having an c: xtreme biennial habit (1 82). 
The pf2<:tic:ai importance of pl:mt growth regul::ttors as thinning mater-
ials for tree fruits is indicated by the number of non-rechnicalaf!ides which 
have appeared in publications such as the American f ruit Grower (6; 7; 80; 
90: 180; 119). in vuious experiment st:uion bulletins. 2nd in state honicul-
tute society publications (); 39: 147: I"; 183). There is licrle informadon. 
ho"'~'er, on how these chemicals bring about Inc desired resulrs; i.e. remove 
some of the fruit. 
Suggested Mechanisms o(" Hormone" T hinning 
T he e/feet of certain plant growth regulators in delaying or preventing 
the abscission of various plant organs has been mentioned. Gardner, Marth 
and Bujer (60; 6 1) utilized this attribute in the conrrol of the preharvest 
drop of apples by applying NA shordy before fruit maturity. Gardner points 
out in a recent revIew (62) that no less Ihan 75 Kienti6c articles have ap-
peared since these original reportS. Since NA as a preharvcsi spny preVents 
fru it abscission. the action of this same chemkal in post·bloom thinning of 
fruit becomes aJi the more puzding. 
Certain indirect evidence has led van Overbeek (207)to propose that 
both the June drop and Ihe thinning of young fruit wi t h NA may be ex-
plained through auxin-pectin relationships. He bases his theory in part on 
the results of Nccle)' lItzi. (1~0) who observed that Ihe peedn methoxylase 
activity ofbc:!.n lumors produced by trearment with 2,4_D w:IS twice as great 
as the acti"iIY in normal rissue. H e al.o srates; ,, _ a npidly developing 
fruit puts such a strain on the carbohydrale supply rhat the elongating cell 
walls at the base of Ihe fruit stalk cannot acquire strengthening cellulose 
deposits £:aSt enough. The result is Ihal Ihe primary cell wall , weakened by 
the above described :Ktion of auxin (on pectin methoxybse), does nOI have 
tensile strength enough to support the fruirs which glin t1pidly in weight" 
(207). It should be noted that severll imporl1nt assumptions are inherent in 
this hypothcsis whkh may not be entirely valid. One of Ihe primary as-
sumptions which van Overbcek makes i. that abscission of the developing 
fruit (june drop and "hormone" induced drop) is not a truc abscission like 
the pre harvest drop and Ihe drop of unpollinatcd flowers (207). He Stues: 
" The writer considers ( the June drop) not a true abKission, but nther an 
e:u/lSct1led cell elongation. brought about by high auxin coment and a 
slo"l'" I1rc of cel! wall formation" (207 ). 
The literature concerning lb;cission of immature fruits has until recent· 
Iv been quite confusing. McCown (128) established thu abscission of both 
flowers and immature apple fruits was prCi:eded by the diffcrtntialion of an 
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"abscission byeI" and further. that absci;sion of mature pedicels was not 
praede<\ by active cell division. However, as Eames and McDaniels point 
OUt in the saond edition of Pbnt Anatomy (46), an abscission zone dif· 
ferentiates very early in the development of the fruit and is present at the 
base of the pedicel of the mature apple (ruit. The app:.irent lack of active cell 
division prior to abscission in the mature apple pedicel has thus led to the 
erroneous conclusion that the abscission m«hanism in mature and immature 
apple pedicels differs. Both Eames and McDaniels (46) and McCown (128) 
agree thaI in the final analysis the physiological and structut'al evidence of 
absci.;sion is the dissolution of pectic compounds of the middle lamella (99) 
resulting in the fonnuion of a sepat'ation layer (46). 
The evidence for an increased pectin methoxyhse activity, while true 
for 2.4-0 induced tumOrs of the bean plant (150), has not been demon· 
stt'ated for apple pedicels and the danger of too close analogy in this case is 
quite apparent. Furthermore, an obvious delay in the natural dropping of 
fruirs from trees to which Nil. thinning sprays have been applied has been 
obsetve<\ by four separate groups of workers (11 8: 149: 179: 188) . O ne of 
the effects of thinning sprays of Nil. would thus appear to be a temporar)' 
delay of abscission (or from one to three weeks, which is similar to the eff«r 
observed with preharvest sprays 10 prevent drop. 
A third poim on which the hypothesis put forth by van Overbeek dif. 
fers from :.<ctual observations on the effects of thinning applicarions of Nil. 
is in the sratement th1t rhe actual dropping is the resuh of a combination 
of a weakened primary cell waU and the rapid inctease in fruit size. It has 
been noted by Greene (69) and by LuckwilJ (118) . that Nil. may cause at 
leasr a temporary retardation in fruit development. It might be concluded, 
therefore. from van Overbeek's statement. thar the more rapidly developing 
fruit are the ones which may be expecred to drop as the result of thinning 
sprays. This is contrary to observations on the type of fruit aif«ted by the 
Nil. sprays ('; 146). 
The results obtained by Southwick and Weeks (179) indicated that thin· 
ning spr.tys of N il. temporarily delayed the r.tte of natural dropping prior to 
an incre~sed drop whIch accounted for the thinning effect. This has since 
been confirmed by Lu(kwill (118) and by Struckmeytr and Roberts (188). 
The latter authors have r.tken cogni~ance of this effect in their proposal of 
a m«hanism of hormone thinning. Struckmeyer and Roberts (t88) state: 
"The reduced number of fruits on sprayed branches aner the June drop wao 
over, appears to have been a resuh of nutritional competition and not from 
a direcr thinning effect of naphthaleneacetic acid." This hypothesis con-
siders hormone thinning of fru it merely as an extension of the natuf'~1 drop 
from nutritional comperition rhrough the temporarily increased set. Here 
again the possibility that all or certain fruits may be retarded in their de· 
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velopment by the NA spra)'! crearts itt lea.! some doubt as to the ("tcnt 
of an iOCTe:lscd compe-rition, As Murncek ( )O ) points out in consideration 
of nutritional competition as a mechanism of narun] dropping:" -it has 
YCt to ~ proven [hal [he normal order of fruit Shedding. its "'1\·e·like char-
acter. can be altered thereby." 
In a revicw of the possible mechanisms for hormone thinning. Mumeek 
(146) mentioned the ()«1lm:ncc of seed abortion in fruils sprayed ..... ith NI. 
and suggesfs that: "Naphthaleoe:l'cric acid,:1[ the rc:l:uivel), high concen-
tr:lIion use<:! for apple and peach rh inn ing. most likc:l)' disturbed [he: endo-
sperm and possib1r also the: embryo in their physiological rc:btionships 
during the critical period of nrl~ seed development." This hypothesis ha. 
renad"e1r b~n confirmed by The recent studies of Luckwill (118) in 
England ;md of Murneek and Teubner (149). One of the primary problems 
which rem~ins unsoh'ed is how naphthalene-uetje ~cid induces embryo abor-
Tion. ~nd the most susceptible stage of embryo development to this induced 
abortion (148). 
HORMO NE" THINNING OF fRUIT IN RELATION 
TO NATURA L DROPS, DEVELOPME N T Of 
FRUIT AND SEED AND TIME OF SPRA YING 
This phase of the the invest igation had three obje<:rives. The primary 
objective was to determine the relationship between "hormone" and '"natu-
ral" thinning in the apple through a stud)' of the time and nte offruit drop 
on spn)"ed and control trecs. i nsepanble from this was a srudy of the effect 
of thinning sprays on fruit and seed development. The third objective was 
to mea~ure the effcctiveness of thinning spn~'s in relation to the time of 
applicat ion. as a possible function of embryo development. 
South" .. ick and Weeks (1 19) made the first aCCurate observations on 
the time of abscission of hormone induced drops in rebrion to the natural 
drop on check trees. Their result., hov.ever, are presented as cu mulative 
percent drop from the time of spraying and arc difficult to interpret from 
the standpoint of the es tablished natural waves of abscission. One o f the 
more impotont observations which they made in this sludy was Ihe ini tial 
effeet of naphthalene:acetie acid (NA) in delaying fruit :abscission. This was 
primaril)' apparent when the spray was applied tWO ... ·ec:ks after calyx and 
nOt so evident with earl ier or later sprays. The actual thinning e/fcct. or in· 
creased drop. ",.as found to follow immediately this temporary delay in naN-
nl dropping. 
Lucku·iIJ (119) recently prc$Cnred simibr results in which the increased 
rate of drop WllS found to begin approxirmrely three: weck~ after application 
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of a thinning spny at ~ul fall. He .dso mentioned that prinr [0 this in-
creased flIte of drop the NA Sptlly rc:arded drop for" limi{(:d period. Luck-
wilt 's l'C$ults on "hormonc" induce:<! drop (1 19). 1S well1s his earlier work 
on n1tural drop ( 117) were calculau::d 15 percent drop on the basis of the 
number of frui t rem1ining on treCli at the previous counting date. This 
method of rc:pre.oc:nting the rate of fruit drop has the distinct advant1gc: of 
emphasizing (he import1nCe of the latter waves of abscission which are in-
signific1nt from the standpoint o f the [Otal number of flowers at bloom 
(Murneek, 143) but He exceedingly impomnt from the standpoint of the 
final "set" of fruit. 
Cerrain disadvantages are also inherent in this method of rc:prCliendng 
fruit drop. The mo;t obvious is that the abscission of JUSt a few fruits during 
the late staftCS of development when the final fruit 5(t is 9ui1e low assumes 
a disproportionate significance. For example, Luckwil I (119) prc:sc:nted re· 
suits which indicated that the major thinning effecr of Nil occurred during 
a period extending from the third through the fifth wc:c:k after petal fall ap-
plications. However. fruit drop on spnyed trttS during the next four v,'c:c:ks 
W15 twjce 15 ,lZtc:ar as on controll1'Cd. and similar effttrs wc:rc: noted during 
twO later periods which apparently extended up to the abscis.sion of marure 
fruit at harvest. No dau are presented on the actual number; of fwit in-
volved ;n these late drops. It would be of interest to know jf this is an effect 
ofthe thinning spray. or merely a random variation of the plant material 
which is accentuated in importance by the method of representing fruit 
drop. A statistical treatment of dau derived from this type of study should 
provide some indication of the significance: of these lue periods of abscission. 
I!. t present I iule information is available: on the Stage or sages of fruit 
and sc:c:d development which are affected by thinning sptllys. Luckwill (118) 
found that the g[(~atc:st thinning effect was obt1ined with spnys applied 2~ 
days after pe(;ll fall. which indicated that a fairly advanced Sta~ of (roit and 
seed devc:lopmem could be: affttted . He also mentioned that froit develop-
ment wa~ retarded by thinning sprays. This retardation was particularly 
noticeable: when applications were: dc:layed beyond the poim where actual 
thinning effects could be obtained. In almost all cases Luckwill (1 18; 119) 
has found that there is a close relationship between the amOUnt of fruit 
drop. either natural or " hormone" induced, and the presence nf abotted 
seeds in persi.ting fruit prior to abscission. 
The study of the inh ibition offruit and embryo devc:lopment in the 
pepper indicatcd that treatment with NA at an euly sta,lZe completely in· 
hibited normal fruit and sc:c:d development and eventually led to embryo 
abonion (194). In this study and in the investiption on the dual action of 
NI!. in thinning applc:s (149) it was found that rc:latl\'ely late treatmentS 
g2ve only a slight temponry rera.rdation of froit growth. No effects on sc:c:d 
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dc\"Clopmcm were: found in rhc pepper IJ,,;th [neg bte IratmenU, but wilh 
the ~pplc thero: was 2 significant rct;l.rdarion of the: embryo. It is perhaps of 
gre-.ltcr interest thll! the complete inhibition of cmbl')'Q development in the 
pepper elln be obt:tined ani)' when a trc1tment is mlde during the carll' 
period of slo'\l,' devdopment when the embryo is undergoing mlnsver$(: 
divisions (194). Allhaugh dCr2iJed studies of crnbryologiol development 
in the apple an: nm available, it has ~n eSI:tbli;hed Ihl! thc first cell divi· 
sion in the zygote does not occur until 7 to 10 days after pollination. This 
indicates a possible longer period of susceptibilif)' of the embryo to inhibi-
tion b)" gro.nh rCllublors. Similarly. in the peach the first division of the 
zygote is delayed for a considenble period which may be as hte a. 23 days 
after pollination. Here again the optimal time of application for successful 
thinning (8') corresponds to the first stages of embryo growth, The results 
on peach thinning also seem w indicate that the embryo is resistant to in-
hibidon during the inactive sute of the resting zygote. 
These studies v.ere an attempt to clarify the problems of hormone thin-
ning as it is related 10 [he natul"2l thinning processc:s. the development of 
[he fruit and seed. and the lime of appl ication. 
Marerials and Methods 
The Jona[han appk variety was selected for a study of the rebtion of 
"hormone" thinning [0 nawral drops and development of the fruit and seed. 
This variery had re.ponded well to post-bloom thinning applicarions of 
naphthalencrcetic acid (NA) and considerable informalion was available on 
it regarding the time of application and the eoncentration of NA for suc-
cessful thinning. 
Another frequent observation on this variety was that in many cases 
it "'as compkrely defruited b)' concemntion! ofNA used for thinning bien· 
nial ~I;i (144). Although Ihis chancterislic is a di.udvanuge in practical 
thinning it has ccrt:lin advantages in a study of the mechanism of hormone 
thinning. Thus. 10 assure a definite thinning effect on the spra)'ed Jonathan 
tree5. a conccntration of 30 ppm NA was emplor"'. 
The material was applied 16 days after ful bloom. 1 time which has 
been most successful for post-bloom thinning. The convemional methods 
of tagging representative limbs on spnyed and eomrol tree5 and recording 
the number of lIower clusters 11 full bloom were used to determine the over· 
all thinning effect. Eight lrees were seleered from a block of J onathans in 
the horticulture experimental orchard. These trees were chosen for uni· 
formitr but in recording the extent of bloom it was observed that twO of 
the trees I> .. erc less vigorous than the others. The tree5 were assigned to the 
respectivc trearrnems at full bloom. Four representative branches on each of 
the trees "'-ere ngged and the number of flower clusters recorded during the 
bloom period. Apri l 24·26. 
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The terminal portion of the laUe:<! limbs w.u used to give a more de· 
tailed study of the relation of thinning to the nnural drop. Twenty.five 
flower dusters at the tip of exh limb were t:!.gged individually. The number 
of Rowen in c::tch duster '11115 recorded at full bloom and at rwo to three: day 
intervals thereafter until the completion of the laSt drop on june ~. A final 
che<k of the fruit set on july 17 indicated that no additional fruit drops oc-
curred after j une) except from mechanical causes. These mx. received a 
regular spray program for the control of insects and dise:tSes. 
The numbers of persisting flowers and fruit on the respective dates were 
recorded. The total abscission 21 each date for the 16 spnyed branches and 
16 control branches was calculated. Dividing the results by the number 
of persisting fruit at the previous count ing date ga.ve the percent drop. In 
order to distribute the percent drop more evenly over the intervals betWeen 
counts, the total percent drop during anyone period was di,·ided by the 
number of days berwecn the record dates. A st. tistical trc:-atment of this in· 
formation was made using the records from the ~2 t.:llgged limbs, c::tch of 
which had 2) flower clusters. From these dat:!. the fiducial limits of the mean 
drop per day were determined at the probability levd of 0.0), 
The effecl of Ihe thinning spray on fruit and seed development was 
studied by making collections of persisting fruit at the spraying date and 
at approJOl imateiy weekly intervals until after the june drop. The method of 
sampling w.:llS by 'tripping one braneh on each of four trees for a total of 
100 fruits. Population mC2.ns of twO or more samples collectcd in this man· 
ner could be duplicatcd with an error of Jc:ss than 1 percent and a probability 
of 99 percent. All subsequent collections for calculating population distri· 
butions were made on the basis of 100 fruits per sample. with the ellception 
of the final collection on June) which contained 1)0 fruit. The population 
distributions were: made from measurements of fruit diameter in the collea· 
ed samples. With the euly collections the diameters were measured at class 
intervals of 0.) millimeters. T he lut collection of June) was mea:iured ~t 
a dass interval of 1 mm. After measuring and recording fruil diametets, 
c::tch fruit was CUt and the ovules were removed, The number of normally 
developing and aborting ovules in c::tch fruit wu recorded together with the 
ave~ge length of the normal and aborted seeds. The dissected seeds were 
preserved in formalin-acetic Kid-alcohol (FAA) for laler studies on embryo 
development. 
To supplemenc the in form~tion on ftuit diameters and seed develop· 
menr obtained from the collections of persisting fruits, the abscissing fruits 
from the tagged individual clusters were abo collected. T hese drops were 
treated in much the ume way 15 the "persist" collections, 'I\'ith data reo 
corded for fruit diameter, normal and aborted seeds, and average seed 
lengths. The dissected seeds from the dropped fruits also were preserved in 
FAA. In okulating the population distributions of the dropped fruits Ihe 
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loral number of persisting fruit at the preceding c1uster.recording dale was 
assumed 10 be 100 percent and the percent offmi! in each diamcrcr-class 
was cakul:w:d on the basis of the number of fruits which abscisS«! during 
the collection interval. 
Additional evidence on the effect of thinning sprays on fruit and seed 
growth w:/.s obtained through phologr:lphs of paired fruit clusters from oon-
IfOI and speared trees. Repn::scntanvc duslers on spnyed and control Ite(:S 
were tagged in pairs which had a cOffiJ>:.lrable fruit SCI and a similar degree 
of fruit development lIthe time of spraying (see PlaIt 1 in Appendix).·· 
T hese paired clusters were removed from the trees 9 and 17 days after lhe 
spraYIng date and phowgraphed. CompoSite photographs were also t~ken 
of fruir removed from several of these clusters_ Flower and fruit dusters 
showing the developmental sequences before spraying were also photo-
graphed. 
For a study of the relation hetween the time of application and the 
effectiveness of a thinning spray the Winesap variety was chosen because of 
the availahility of a large number of trees thaI were the same age and had an 
extensive bloom. 
In a preliminary study, carried out in 19~2, branches were tagged and 
dusters recorded for six lots of trees, six trees in each lot. One lot was select-
ed as a control and the othen wete sptayed at five-day intervals. starting 10 
days after bloom. 
. In 19'3 the trees were arranged in lots of lhree and each lot was spt:l)"ed 
with NA at 30 ppm ar five-day intervals. starring five days after bloom 
(petal.fall), ""ilh the laSt spray heing applied one month after Moom. Six 
trees were selected In two separate lots of three trees each as controls_ These 
received no spray other than the regular program for insect and disease con-
trol. On each of the Winesap rrees in this study, four representative branches 
were tagsed and the number of flower clusters recorded at full bloom. The 
final fruil set COUntS on these ragged branches were made on July 17 and 
18. after all natural and hormone induced drops had fallen. The fruit set was 
calculated from the original number of clusters and the final number of 
fruit and I':as exptesse.::las "po:rcent se~' 
R esl1lrs 
The development of the fruit up to the rime of application of the hor· 
mone spray is shown by Plates 2, 3 and 1. The effecr ofNA at 30 ppm, ap-
plied 16 days after bloom (May 11), on the rale of fruit drop from t1gsed 
dusters of Jonathan is presented in Figure 1. In this figure, the fiducial 
limirs of the mean drop for any recorded period are represented hy the shad-
ed area. Summaries of these statistical calculations are given in Tables 1 and 
•• AU pl.les ref .... ~ '0.,.., in ,he Appendix. 
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SPRAYED TREES 
Figure: I. Rue offrutl drop on control and sprayed 
lreel. al percenl of persisting (ruil at beginning dale of 
each recording interva l. 
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TABLE I -- SUMMARY OF STATISTICS FOR CALCULATION OF F1DUCIIIL 
UMiTS OF RATE OF DROP FOR CONTROL TREES lIS 
PERCENT ON THE PRECEDt."O 
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TABLE 2 •• SUMMARY OF STATISTICS FOR CALCULAno." OF FIDUCIAL 
lJMITS OF THE MEAN RATE OF DROP FOR SPRAYED TREES AS 
PERCE!<-'T OF THE NUMBER OF F RUlT ON THE PRECEDING 
May 5 , , 
M.>y 1 , , .., 
~ta )· 9 , 
" 
11146 , .. ... 23.3 , .., 
May 12 , 
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M", 
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2113 
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,., .., .., 
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" M a)' 21 , 
" 
2230 ... ,., 17.~ .. , , ... 
May 23 , 
" 
8357 
'" ••• 
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MayU • " 
0818 ... ••• 68.11 13.4 23.0 , ••• M;ly28 , 
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25. 1 20.0 12.5 , 10.0 
June I • " 
n0ll8 , ... 11.0 41.0 2S.0 10.2 • ., J~n. 5 • " "" " 
,. .., .., .. , • ... 
I.OS 0 2.1 
2 (or spr:l)"ccd :md control Irtts. A marke<:l dfen of Ihe hormone was found 
[he first ,',eck ;l.fc("r [c"tmem. during whkh the !"lIle of fruil drop from 
spnyed trees ""liS considcnbly Ius than rhu from conerols. However. Ihis 
effect "'as of a significant nature for only Ihe first [wo-day period following 
spraying. AI !he end of this tcmpora ry dcb)' in thc rltC of drop from rhe 
sprayed trecs the lhinning effect of the "hormone" application beclmc evi· 
dent. This effect. thc bc-ginning of .... hich coincidcd "'ith thc start of the 
third ""2I'C of natunJ abscission. extended through the "June" or fourth 
drop. In these results the fourth drop did not appear as a scpar:l.le .... ne. but 
mcrged ""irh thc th ird drop and wu primarily evident as an extension of 
this .... al·c. 
AhhouSh lhe nrc of drop from the $pnYed lrees wu somC"Whar grcat('r 
th~n thll from the controls throughout th is period. it wu noted that the 
major porrion ofinduccd. thinning took place during the scxond week aft('r 
spnying. The only Significant differences in the increased nrc of drop ""ere 
found during this period. The wide vuiation of the !':lte of drop from spray-
ed trees during the bst week of observation " 'as. u mentioned earlier, due 
primuily to the reduced numbers o f fruit remaining on the trees and rhe 
method of calcul:l.liJlg the nte of drop. 
An e:uminat ion of the rate of drop on the control (lees as represented 
by this method of alculal ion re\'oled only twO primal)' waves of abscission. 
The dellying effect of thc hormone application separated the first of these 
into ",-'0 close, bur distinct waves. The abscissc:d !loral organs up to the time 
or" spra~'ing .... ere prim:ltily non-pollinated and non·fcnilized !lowers. Ho .... · 
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ever. at the time of £pr:lying. three types offruit were present on the trees 
(e,g. PlatCS 2 and 3). These were normaJly devdoping fruit. a few non.pol-
linlCed or non-fertilized flowers and what were classed as potential sc<:ond 
drop. This drop had been pointed out by Murncd: (Iy]) to consist of fru its 
in which fertiliution had taken phce but embryo abortion had quickly fol-
lowed. In most varieties. the first drop of non-pollinated flo,,",er$ and this 
sccond drop overlap to a large extent and therefote arc indistinguishable as 
scpat1t(' wavcs. The delaying effect of the hormone apparently "'as exerted 
on this second drop since e~amination of ovules from these dela)·ed drops 
reve~led thai {erdliution had taken place in almost all cases. 
The data from the: ngscd clusters on spnyed and comrol trccs wet(' rep-
rescnted in a second way which had cenain advanlages in consickring the 
effect of spraying apart from the natural drops. In this case the set of fruit 
at the time of spraying was assumed to be ]00 perccm. ,lfld Ihe IirH drop of 
non-pollinated flowers was nOI considered in The calculations. This infornu-
Ti on is presented in graphiul form in Figure 2 for both fruil SCI and fruil 
drop. Fruil drop was calculated as the percent of the original number of froit 
of 
• 
• 
• 
, 
" 
A . O -CONTROL 
• Iii - S PRAYED 
• 
--' JLLI 
8. a-CoNTROL 
•• 
ill - SPRAYED 
• ., 
•• 
• • • 
" " 
,"t- • , 
DATE 
f igure 2. Comparisoo offru ir K . .. "or,ous da,es .od 
froi. d rop bcrW(:co dores 00 con.rol .nd Iprayed .. eel. as 
perceo! of frui, p~en ••• me "me of ,pr:l yi ng. Difference 
significant a, 196-- and .. ,96-1evds. 
ij 
• 
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at spraying which dropped between the dates on which re<::ords were taken, 
and fruit set as the percent of frui t which persisted u the~ dates. T he d;Ha 
... ·e~ :malYled statistically and the summary of snlistkal treatment is pre-
sented in Table.3 for frui t ~t and in Table 4 for fruit drop. As with the pre-
vious method of handling the data, the significant effe<::rs of the hormone 
sprar were found in a temponty dela), of dropping immediately fo!lowing 
treatment and an increased abscission which began nine days after $pnying. 
T his latter effect extended over a one-week period and the most Significant 
May 16 Control' 
" .puyed 
" Dill. 13 ••• 
,., 
May 10 COIIlrOl. .. '"00 
",rayed 
" 001. 14 .. , .., 
May 21 Control. 
" ,prayed .. Dill. e ... L' 
May 23 Control. 
" .prayed 
" om. • ... •  
May 26 Cor.trol. 
" • puyed • 001. 11 ,., 
••• 
.. 
May U Control. 
" 
1221 
.p .. yed • '" Dill. 11 Sum 1152 ... .., ., 
,~. Control. 
" 
1034 
.prayed , 
DUf. 12 .., •. < 
•  
,~. Control • 
• prayed 
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differences in the drop on sprayed and control trees occurred in the middle 
of this period. The data for fruit SCt also showed the temporary dday in the 
se<ond drop. Pa-haps more important. Ihese dua sho",·ed the differences in 
&uit sel on control and sprayed nee5 did not beo::ome signifiont until afrer 
the period of increased absciss ion wu over. 
The results of fruit thinning srudies are presented by most workers u 
the number of fruit setting per 100 Aowet clusters (percent set). 5imibr in· 
formation was obtained for the sprayed and control trees (Table n It 
OF FRUIT DROP 
Dlfl. 18 ... • •• , . 
>b, Control. 
" 14-18 .prayed 
" DU!. S .. , U 
M., Control. , 
18_111 .prayed • Dill. I u ., 
." Controls 
, 
19-21 . prayed • Dllt. • u .. , •• 
. ., COnlr ot.. • ." 21_23 .prayed 
" Dltt. II , .  ... ' . 
"" 
Control' .. 
13-28 .prayed. 
" Dltt. I ,., 5.5 •• 
"" 
COtItrol. • 28-28 Ipuyed. ,
Dill. 0 u 
M~y 18- COtItroil , 
June I . prayed , 
DIU. I U 
J~nt COtItrol1 , 
" , .. .prayed • • Dlr! . I Sum 
" 
., 
NA, SO ppm, .pplled on May Il , 18 day •• lter luIl6!oom. 
Mean Drop .. percenl of [rull U .praylre <1:1141. 
N~mb.r or branchu lor *Pray.d • Ie, conlrol •• Ie. 
SUIII or de&rHI or [reedal!] • 2(10.1) • so. 
· oolen..:: .. benoeen ",rayed. t.rId controltre ... \pUlcanl al tho 1% or "' ltv'l. 
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Cemmtnl: Tn .. 22, 24. 28, 18. 20, 28 vt ry vl,er e .... with heavy bloom; tre •• 18 
and 23 weaker ... !th me dium Ie 111M bloom. 
should be noted that the percent S<!t of the spuyed trees WH quite low. 
(}~). This ,,·as undoubtedlr due to the concentration of NA used which 
".2.5 purpoS<!ly higher than thar normally uS<!d for pnctical thinning. The 
set on the control trees was slightly higher than is desil"2b!e on a pnetic:al 
buis but pmbabl)· not so high thar thinning would be pl"2crial. It is inter· 
aling thn t .... o of tbe tr~ included in the study " 'ere (onsidenbly less vig-
orous than the others lnd had a lighter bloom. These tr~, one of whieh 
,,·as spnyed. did not show the same thinning Kspon~ 15 the other trea. 
The final set of fruit on the wok tltt was slightly below the 1,·enge for the 
other spnyed r~s. However, when a eomp1rison W1S made with the fruit 
set on the complnble control t~ it W2S found thlt the reduCtion in set W1S 
not nearly as severe 1$ wirh the more vigorous tKC$. 
A stud)· of the development of fruit lnd seeds in the apple as related to 
"hormone"" spn)'s provided additional evidence on the nature of the thin· 
ning mechanism. It has drad)' been mentioned thar 11 the time of spra)'ing 
there were three types of lIoral organs present On the trees. Of these, the 
non-pollinated lIo"·ers comprised only a small portion since the majority 
had ptC"'o·iously abscisscd. When making collections of fruit for determining 
the population disuibution 31 spl"2 )'ing time Ihccse non-pollinated lIo .... ers 
'" 
'" < 
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figure 3. Popu!.,ion di."ibu tion. of peni .. ing fruir 
.. ,he .pnying d .. e and of 'he (orre.p<:>nding drops (rom 
ron"o] . nd .proyed trees during 'he succeeding ,,·ttk. 
Shaded arUs rep~ent f ruit with aborted sttd •. 
were left Out of the s~mples. This was possible because of the obvious ex· 
ternal difbences in ~ppe~rance (Plates 2 and 3). 
The population distribution of persisting fruit at the spraying date 
(May 11) is ,hown in Figure 3. Differences in types offruit which arc cvi· 
dent in the photognph of tWO clUSters at spraying (Plate 1) are also shown 
in this population distribution. Two distinct types of fruit were ptesent in 
the sample collected on May 11. The shaded area in this figure represent'; 
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fruit which contained small or aborred ovules (see Platcs 4 and ~). The sepa-
ration of the population ot" persisting fruit into twO distinct peaks was ev;· 
dent for some time before the aerual abscission of the smaller fruits took 
place (wmpare Pbtes I and 6). The shaded area of the population at 
spuying was cOffipred with tbe population distribution for the drops 
from control and Spr:l~'ed trees. The size of tbe drop curves was based on tbe 
percent of fruit abscission during the period May 12.19 
The apparent discrepancies between the heights of the peaks and tbe 
range in fruit size may Ix readily explained by the fact tbn the drop popula-
tions did nor Include those fruits which feU on May 12 or (hose which fell 
after /I.'ia ) 19. This would account fOT the shorter nngc: in fru ir size which 
tends to accemuate the height of the classes which were includc:<l. Furrher 
supporr of this explanation was obtainc:<l by comparing the population dis-
tribution of persisting fruit at May II 'II/ith that found for May 19 on both 
sprayed and comrol trees shown in Figure 4. Here it is quite apparent that 
some of the potential drops of May 11 still Temained on the trecs. However. 
it is dangerous in this C/.se to carry comparison be)·ond this point, ~c:l.use 
the inhibiting effect of the "hormone" sprar on fruit and seed de,"elopmrnt 
had alrc:adr ~come appuent. 
Figute 4 gives the populatiOn distributions of fruit si~e for samples of 
persisting fruit at weekly intervals after spraying. A comparison between 
the distribution at spraying (May 11) and after most of the delayed second 
drop had fallen (May 19) showed a very definite effect on fruit size: and seed 
abortion (see also Plate 7). The: shaded areas in all the: distributions afteT 
Mar 11 represent fruits which contain more than '0 percent aborted seeds 
and less than t"'O normal seeds. The: fruits which were affected in .the sample 
of spran:d persists at /l.hy 19 comprised more than 80 percent of the total 
population. It is interesting to note in Figure 2 that of the fruit remaining 
on the sprayed m~es at May 19, more than 80 percent abscisscd during the 
subsequent week. ThIS abscission represented the major porrion of the thin-
ning effect. The drops from sprayed, tagged branches were collected during 
this period and , when expressed on the basis of the percent abscission, the 
resulting population distribution coincided almost exactly with the area of 
fruitS with aborted seeds in the Ma), 19 distriburion . (&e Figure 5). 
The: same method was used to prepare: a distribution of the: correspond-
ing drops from control trees. In this comparison, although the gener~1 
shapes of the pc)(enria! drop on Ma)' 19 and the actual drop May 23-26 were 
similar, the areas covered by these distributions did not coincide. The most 
obvious discrepancy was that when the actual drop was expressed on the 
basis of the percent of fruit drop during this period the area covered was 
much larger than would be predicted from the previous persist distribution. 
A second difference was that the distribution of the drops on control trees 
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in this ase had been shifted to a larget fruit size (e.g. Plate 7). This was in 
sharp COntrast to the drop on sprayed trees in which there was no fruit 
growth after the seplration of the drop and persist ~ks had occurred. A 
possible explanation of both discrepancies for the control drop may be in-
ferred fro m the fact that these fru it containcd some normally developing 
seeds which may have provided the stimulus for liubsC<juent fruit growth 
after the population peaks had separated, lnd from the very ob\'ious tail 
on the ~k of control persists on May 19. This bulge in what should be a 
normal distribution indicates that complete separadon of thc twO popub. 
tions may not have occurred It the time of »mpling on May 19. 
A further comparison of the population distriblllions of persisting 
sprayed fruits on later dales showed a second sepaation of Ihe Slmple into 
IWO distinct populations, In Figure 4 the area representing fruin with 
aborted seeds extends well inro the distribution which should represent per· 
sisting fruits. If the earlier observation held true. it was expected that close 
to ~O percent of the persisting fruit on May 26 would sub!iC(juently absdss. 
That this did occur is coofinned by Figure 2 which sho ... ·s a fruit set of 8 pet_ 
cent on May 26 and 3 percent on June I. Simibrly with the control popula-
tion. it was predicted that somell.'here in the neighborhood of 25 percent of 
Ihe persisting fruit on May 26 would abseiss in the following week. This is 
aho confirmed by Figure 2. A drop in fruit set from 19 percent on May 26 
to 14 percent on June 1 occurred . which was approximareJ)' 26 percent of 
the popubtion. 
Another point of interest which W:iS derived from lhe population dis-
u ibutions of Figure 4, was that there was an ini-tial retarding effect of the 
hormone on fruit development. T his was evident not only on the fruits 
which were potential drops, but included The "normal" fruits from sprayed 
trees on May 19 and 26. The appearance of these ret2rded fruits is compared 
to control fruits in Plates 8 and 9. This ~t2rdation of fruit development was 
a tempoary effc<:t and shortly after The hormone induced drop had occurred 
the remaining fruit on The sprayed tfecS were equal or gre:uef in size than 
those on control trees (see Figure 5-May 26). 
The high degree of secd abortion in both natural and "hormone" in-
duced drops is shown in Figute 5. An examinalion of these seeds indiafed 
that the actw,l abortive mechanism was probably iniTiated shortly after ap-
pliO-tion of the "hormone" spNy in the O-se of the "hormone" drops. Com-
parison of Plates 8,!:t and 10 supportS th is obsernrion. Plate 8 is a phOtO-
graph of seeds taken from conuol and sprayed fruits nine days after the 
spaying date (2) days after bloom). At this point it was quite evident that 
ovule development had been inhibited in many of The spayed ftuiu, al-
though actual abortion and degeneration had nOt proceeded to the point 
where the seeds had a shriveled appearance. But 17 days after spntying, the 
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seeds of the drops definitely had the shriveled appearance of aboned seeds. 
In many cases the entire seed complement of a sprayed fruit which was ap-
pareml)" norm~1 in other respects and would persist co mamriry wa, aborted 
at this bIt stage of development. Other spr:.l.yed fruils contained some stt<l.s 
which 'I.'cre normal in cnernal appearance and others whi,h appe:lred to be 
in the first SfJges of abortion (Pbr, 10). Despite the facl that man)' oflhe 
sprayed fruit on June 5 (24 days after spraying) contained no normal seeds 
there was no further fru it drop after Ihis dare when the final fruit set was 
rechecked on Jul ), 17. The dC\'c]opment of the fruit with aboned seeds 
which had appeared !O be normal in the comparison at ~3 days WllS striking-
ly diffo:'rem ~t 40 d~rs from that of fruil with a full or partial compkment of 
normal seo:'<ls. Tho:'So:' tWO tyJ'o:'s of fruit. "'hich occurred with about Nlual fre· 
quency on the sp~red trees. are compared in 1 photog~ph (Piate 11). It is 
of imerest that the elongation of the fruil with the aborted seeds w~s not 
as great as [hat of the fruir with normal seeds. There was little difference, 
hotl,"e\,et. in the diamerers, ~s rna)' be seen from the photog~ph and from the 
size disttibulion of rhese fruit as shown in Figure 4. 
Ro:'suilS of the stud), of the effect iveness of a thinning spray in relation 
to time of applicacion are presented in Tablo:'S 6 and 7. T ho:' stud)· in 1952 on 
the \'{!inesap variet), was in the narure of a preliminary eXJ'o:'riment. Data 
were not collened in a manner which couid be handled statistically; how. 
eVo:'r. rhe differences in final fruie set shown in Table 6 were sufficiently large 
to warrant furrher investigation. 
TABLE 6 __ R£LAnO:; OF nME OF SPflA\'1NG TO THiNNING OF APPLES--
Time Of 
.praylng 
after 
WINESAP VARIETY. 1952 
In 19'3 a similar stud)' was made on Winesap in which the eXJ'o:'riment. 
aI design J'o:'rmitted srltisticairre:l.tment. This STUd)' included one treatmem. 
at five days after bloom, that.was e~riier than ~ny in the 1952 experiment. 
The results preso:'nted in Tabk 7 show that the greatest thinning effect wa. 
secured when the thinning spray was applied 15 da)·s afrer bloom. The dif· 
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TABLE 7 __ 
on nch tree. 
ru!»Clive datu 
, 
, 
L.S.D. fer fruit .. t: at t.05 •. 
"" ....
THINNING OF APPLES --
NO. fr~.'~' ___ ~~:. 
'" 
'" 
'"' 
'" m 
.., 
... 
••• .., 
", 
ference: berween rheKt with the: 15 day applknion and rhe: Iwoeulier 
trc:arme:nt5 at 5 :l.nd 10 days W:1.5 sign ificant:l.t tither the: 5 pc:rce:nt or I pc:r. 
cent Ic:vd. There: wu a progre:ssive: increase in thinning e:lfect up to 15 days 
and a dc:crc:asing dfect afte:r. Although the: 1 )-day rre:atme:nr did not differ 
signifinntly from rh1t for 20 days at the: , percent Ieve:1. rhis decreasing ef· 
fect W:l.S significant when tre:atme:nt was made 2) days afte:r bloom. 
Although not handled SlariSlically. the: da!a from the 19'2 study is 
worthy of comparison wirh rhat obtained in 19H. If the stage: of develop· 
ment of the embryo is an imporunt factor then a possible e:xplanarion may 
be made for the app:lrent diffe:rence in time of maximum susceptibility. The 
weather immediately following full bloom in 1952 W:l.S very cool :l.nd mOit 
likely resulted in a slower rhan noemal nre of embryo dc:velopment. In 1~3, 
the bloom period itself was cooler than rhe previous year but immediately 
follo wing full bloom warmer than ne:nge temperatures occurred which 
may have: spceded up embryo de:vdopment. Comp:lrison of the actual stage 
of embryo de:velopment:l.t maximal susceptibility during rhe:se tWO years 
was not possible since collections of fruit and seeds were: not made in the 
preliminary sNdy. 
INDUCTION OF EMBRYO ABORTION IN THE 
APPLE \'(I ITH NA $PRA YS 
The: e:vident increase: in pcrcenuge: of aborred seeds after application of 
rhinning sprays ro apple trees indicated that a mechani~m of embryo abor· 
tion similar to that found in the peppcr 194) mighr be involved. Examina. 
rion of seeds disseCted from "hormone" (NA) induced drops de:monstrared 
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that the inhibition of seed development had occurred at a rdatively early 
stage. 
Development of the apple embryo is simihr TO that of other RJJJaCfiU 
and, in lieu of more definite informHion. may be compared with the de-
velopment ohhe embryo of G(um urbanum (123). Here there is a single 
transverse division in the zygote whieh is followed by an oblique division 
in the terminal eel! and a second lunsverse division in the basal cell. The 
terminal cells continue 10 divide obli<jue!y and a final transverse division 
occurs in the basal cell giving rise to an S-celled embryo. Up to this point. 
embrro de\"(~Jopment is rather slow_ The apple zygote. prior to the first cell 
division. is in l '"resting state" which rna)' bst in some cases for 12 days 
(1"), while in the pepper for eX:imple this resting state laSts only one day 
(1 94). Although the t"'O species are not strictly compar~ble. both the pepper 
and the apple have in common the three early stages of development 
described previously: The fertilized egg and resting zygote, the initial period 
of slow division,;. and the beginning of r.lpid embryo developmem. STUdies 
on the relationship of time of application to the effectiveness of a thinning 
spray. indic~ted that the most susceptible stage of apple embryo develop-
ment was during the period of initial divisions. To obtain additional in-
formation on this eff"ea and on the relationship of induced embryo abortion 
to " hormone" thinning, a study was made of normal and "hormone" in-
hibited apple embrro development. 
Materials and Methods 
Seeds examined were tho,;e which had been dissected from the samples 
of persisting and dropped fruits in the study on fruit :wd seed development. 
After dissection. the seeds wete measured and the lveuge length of normal 
and aborted seeds (if present) was recorded. The ovules were then fixed in 
formalin-acetic acid-alcohol (FAA) fixa tive. After a fi xation period of from 
N.'O to four dip the FAA was removed and replaced with three Wllshes of~O 
percem alcohol. Because of the large number of seeds to be examined it 
was felt rhat the standard procedures for prepaflltion of permanent slides 
(dehydra,ion and p;lnffin embeddingj would be unsuinble fOT the problem. 
Previous experience with the seCTioning of pepper ovules suggested the 
possibility of using the freezing microtome. Details of this method follow. 
The ovules were removed from the alcohol and placed III a 10 percent gelatin 
solution on the block of the microrome. Irwas found that seCTions with the 
embryo and endosperm intact could be obrained only if the long axis of the 
ovule Wefe perpendicular to the cutting edge and the micropylar end of the 
ovule was poiming rowards the moving blade. Failure to properly orient the 
ovule in the gehtin embedding medium before secrioning was found to be 
the prima!')' Cluse of unsuccessful seclions in c.ues where the endosperm w:l.S 
mutilated or the entire contents of the embryo sac were lost. 
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The gehlin embedding medium containing the oriented ovule was 
frozen with expanding carbon dioxide g35. Sections were then cut to a thick· 
ness of '0 microns. In some cases, wi th more marure ovules, it was necessary 
to CUt the sections at n 01 100 microns to prevent destruerion of the embryo 
or endosperm. After discarding the lirst few sections. approximately six 
median longitudinal seerions were collected with a dissecting nccdk These 
were: pltced. on a slide in a singlc drop of ,,"'ater and examined under a dis· 
secling microscope. All extremely mutilated sections ... ·ere discarded. Closer 
examination was made under the low power of a scandard research micro-
scope,!O determine which of the sections comained the embryo and endo-
sperm. 
The excess wncr and the unwanted scenons were then removed. The 
desired. section was stained for 3 seconds in Dehfic:Jd's hellUtoxylin, excess 
dye was removed, and the section was whhed three times with distilled 
water. After removal of the water the section was covered with a drop of 
glycerin and a cover slip. For semi.permanent slides the cover slip WolS fixed 
TO the slide by means of t mixture of ~o percent beeswax and '0 percent 
panffin. However. in most cases examination was made of the ternpuflCY 
slide and essential dua recorded. The slides were Ihen srom:! horizontally 
in protected C2Sc:S untLi a sufficient number had a((umUialc:.:l for photograph· 
mg. 
This method W35 fuund to be parricultrly adaprable to studies in "'hieh 
a large number of samples was involved and il was necessary 10 sele<:1 cerrain 
characteristic stages of devclopmem. The actual time of preparalion of a 
seerion to tnc point where it could be rodily determined if the embryo and 
endosperm had been successfully obtained was five minutes. After coruido-· 
able pnerice it was found thu Ihis teChnique was successful for at letsl 80 
percent of Ihe sectioned ovules. Chief advantages were the high percentage 
of good sections with rhe embryo and at least a portion of the endosperm 
inraCt, the speed with ..... hich enmination could be made:, and ~he minimum 
amount of equipment required. 
Disadvannges were the thickness of the seCtions. which in sollle cases 
obscured cytological deui ls, and the temporary nature of the slides. The 
failure to oIxain embryological defail was of consequence only in those sec· 
tions CUt~ ! 100 microns and in many cases this could be avoided by revcrs· 
ing the section during the firSt examin2tion. In most cases the cytological 
det~i1s observed with the oil immersion lens ,,-ere as sarisfaCtory as those 
obtained with St~ndard slide prepandons. Consider2ble difficulty w~s ex· 
perienced in making phocomicrographs from slides prc:p1red in this man· 
nero Salisfaerory negarives were obtained under low po~'er. which when 
enlarged gave a magnification of 85X for rhe plateS (sec Appendix). 
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Resulrs 
For !h~ purposes of this study {he details of apple embryology are not 
important and will be presmrcd only in so far as they are penincm {O the 
investigation. Feniliz:l.r;on had occurred in :1.11 ovules examined from fruit 
five to seven days after pollination (see Plate 12). The fertilized embryo re· 
mained in the "resting stage"unrillO days ~fter pollinltion when the firs! 
mmsverse division occurred (Plate 13). Development of [he embryo for 
the next week was relarively slow and aT 16 days it had reKhed only the 8· 
celled seage ( Plate 14). This stage was present in the majority of normally 
developing frui t 16 days after bloom. Thclorcnrial second drops at this 
time. however. connined embryos which ha reached only the 2- to 4-celled 
stage. and wete in the early srages of abortion. Since the only evident effect 
of the thinning spray on the second drop is a temporary dday of abscission, 
only a cursory examInation was made of these sections. In almost all cases 
the early embryo abordon found in the second drops w:l.S strikingly similar 
to that found by Bryant for aboning embryos of McIntosh selfed fruits or 
of McIntosh ovules fertilized by poor pollenizers such as Baldwin and 
Gravenstein (26). The ovules from normally devdoping fruit, however, 
were examined in sufficiently large numbers to definitely establish that the 
8-celled embryo stage occurred with the greatest frequency at the lime of 
sprapng_ 
After the 8-ceJled stllge, embryo development proceeded at a more !'apid 
nte. In normally developing fruit the majority of embryos at 19 days were 
comprised of 16 or more cells. Secrions of ovules from the first "hormone" 
retarded fruit (a potencial early 3rd drop) :.u 19 days dearly showed that em· 
bryo development beyond the 8-celled stage had been inhibited. At this 
time. only three days after spraying, retardnion of fruit development was 
apparent only in a small number of the persisting fruit on sprayed trees. At 
eight days after spnying. however, the retarded and normally devdoping 
fruit on sprayed trees had separated into rwo distinct populations as shown 
in Figure 4 (May 19). Examination of large numbers of ovules from these 
n:nrded fruits revealed that embryo development had reached either the 
8- or 16-celled Stage and that this stage was defin itely related to whether or 
nor (he fruit was an early or a bre third drop_ Both of these types of drops 
are illustrated in Plate 7 on the sprayed duster. Potential fourth drops con-
rained embryos which had reached the 30·ceUed stage at 23 days and wen: 
approximatel)' equal in development to embryos from normal persisting 
fruit at this age. 
It is interesting to note, from the results of the previous section, thn 
the "hormone" accentuated third drop, which w:l.S first evidenced by reurd-
ed fruil development, was comprised primarily of those fruits in which em-
bryo development had been inhibited at either the 8-celled stage, which w:l.S 
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of fre<juent occurrence at the time of spraying, or a! the l6-celled seage, 
which had been reached in normal ovules by the l ~lh day (3 days after 
spraying). This accentuated third drop comprised Ihe bulk of the thinning 
effect and provided the only statistically signifiont differences between the 
rate of drop on sprayed and comroltrees after the thinning effect became 
evident. 
Since ovule abortion continued in the persisling fruirs after the abscis-
sion of rhe third drop, Cltamination of the oVllles of rhe fourth drops were 
made. The embryo development in a potential fourth drop 28 days after 
pollination (12 days afler spraying) is illustnted by Plare 1'. Here embt)·o 
growth had progrenecd no furrher than the }Ckelled stage found 2} days 
after pollination. The evidence of abortion in these: embryos was quite dear 
from the poor sraining quality of the cells and the large vacuoles present. 
These embryos should be compared with normally developing Ones from a 
control fruit at 28 days in which the embryo Wl$ comprised of more than 
60 cells (Pbte 16). Although the }<kelled aborting embryo was most com-
mon in the fourth drops, in some c:ases the embryo continuJ:d to develop to 
Ihe 6()..cellJ:d stage. Fruirs which containJ:d these more advanced sngc:> of 
embryos sometimes absdsscd as ble fourth drops, but more frequently re-
mainJ:d On the tree wirh a full complemenl of aborted ~s (Pla te 11). Exa-
mination of these abortive ovules of late fourth drops and the abortive seeds 
of perSisting fruit showed that on sprayed trees the embryo had reached the 
6O...:elled stage (Plate 17). 
In control fourth drops, embryo growth was considtr.lbly adVllnced and 
had reached the 12Q.eelled stage with cotyledon primordia evident in many 
cases (Pbre 18). Normally developed ovules at this age were extremely dif· 
ficult to ~tion even al lOO-micron rhickness. To obrain reasonably com· 
panble sections, a free-hand technique was employed. ~ resulting sections 
were from 200 to '00 microns in thickness and il W1$ impoS$ible ro malee 
an accura te estimation of the number of cells in the embryos. HO"'cver, 
from general comparison in size, the normal embryo at }O days had rt1.ched 
consi<krably greater size than abortive ones at}l days. Also evident WlS a 
greater endosperm development which at this stage had become cellula! in 
narure. These: effectS of NA on embryos are summarized in Table 8. 
Although the det2ils of endosperm development were not as dC"2.! 1.$ 
those for embryo growrh, ckvelopment in lhose secrioru;; of inhibited ovuJes 
which coruained an inncc endosperm appeared completely nonna.! and simi-
lar to thar for normally developing o\"ulcs. In nO case was rhere evidence 
of endosperm refaronciOn before growth of Ihe embryo had been inhibited, 
1.$ has been found for aborting ovules of alfalfa and Nirlltiana by Brink and 
Cooper (19, 3'). In many cases the reverse seemed to be Ihe case and endo· 
sperm divisions continued for a shon time after the cells of the embryo had 
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completely stopped dividing. There was, however. some indication of e:arly 
endosperm degener~tion in the aborting ovules of dropped fruits which gave 
the appearance of retardation of endosperm development at an early Stage. 
This was found, however, only in those fruits ""hich had ab,;cissed from the 
tree and were not found in the potential drops. This is similar to the situa· 
tion found in the inhibin;d ovules of pepper where endosperm degeneration 
began almosr immediately and proceeded to a considerable extent before 
degener-uion was obvious in the embryo (194). 
PHYSIOLOGICAL MECHAN ISMS OF FRUIT 
ABSCISSION AN D EMBRYO ABORTIO N 
It is now well established that the final ,ttuctural cause of abscission in 
the pedicels of both marure and immature fruirs is the formation of a "sepa. 
ration layer" (46) . Luckwill (117) has recently dernonstIllted that periods 
of active fruit abscission (fOf natUIll! drops) in the apple ~re related to low 
hormone produCtion by the seeds. This evidence indicates that a hormonal 
control of fruit abscission exists in the apple simibr to that found for other 
fruits (138) and for leaves (174). Shoji tf al. (173) have indicated that in 
leaf blade abscission it is the auxin gradient across the abscission zone rather 
than the absolute concentration of hormone which controls abscission. 
Gaw~di and Avery (63) suggested thar, in addirion to nanm! auxins. the 
production of ethylene by aging rissues might fu nction in the control of 
abscission. These workers proposed that an auxin-ethylene babnce was the 
determining factor in absciss ion. One of the well established effects of arti-
ficially applied plam growth regulators is the premature ripening of fruits. 
Since the production of elhylene by ripening fcuits is also a well established 
faCt (58), it was felt that a brief study of ethylene production by "hormone" 
retarded fruitS which eventually absciss might shed some additional light on 
the possible role of an auxin-ethylene balance in abscission. 
Production of erhylene by fruits is considered 10 occur primarily in the 
tissues of the fruit proper rather than in the stalk (40) . Thus, if ethylene 
producton by" hormone" retarded apple fruils were a faCior in the incrc:ased 
rate of abscission which leads to thinning, then slriking differences should 
exist in the rare of abscission of inraCi fruits and defruired pediceh. 
As mentioned in the review of Iiterawre. considerable doubt exists as to 
the identity of the natural hormone produced by apple endospelm tissue 
(113; 116). An investigation of the nature of this substance should provide 
additional evidence on its function in the control of fruit abscission, and 
its role in fruit and seed development. 
The fin:i..l swdy in rhis ph:lse of rhe in\"esri8'~lion was an :lnemptlO pro-
vide a physiological and biochemical explanation for rhe varia lions in hor-
mOlle content of apple seeds which have been demonstr2ted by Luckwill 
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(117). In one of his earlier p:lpc:tS on this subjecr Luckwill ( 110) demon-
s[~led [hat the high rare of hormone production by the endospc:rm w~s 
associated with the transition from a nuclear CO::l cellular state. To explain 
why the striking decrease in hormone comcnl occurs shonly after the initial 
pc:ak he suggesrs that the hormone pla)'s some part in embryo development 
It was proposed that during the period of rapid embryo dn-elopmenr, which 
coincided with [he drop in hormone content, the hormone was used up 
more quickly than ;1 was produced by the cndospc:rm. 
This cxplan:nion would seem to have considcnble merit in thaI. as the 
embryo reaches manu.: size and slows down in growth, the honnenc (oorene 
:l.g:l.in ri$(:s. The aClual disappear~nce of hormone from th~ seeds su~gests 
utilization of a sub:;traee more than a catalyst functioning in ~ }!:rowth 
process. The existence of an en~yme . indoleaceeic acid oxidase. which u~s 
the natural hormone as a substrate was established by the work of Tan~ and 
Bonner (190: 191 ) with pea epicotyl tissue and by Wa}!:enknecht and Burris 
(209) for beln rootS. The presence of this or a similar enzyme in developing 
embryos of the apple ",·ould provide an explanation for the drop in rhe hor-
mone content of the seed. 
Methods and Marer ials 
The tesr for ethylene production by "hormone" induced drops was con-
duCted with young tomuo planes grown in 3-inch pots. These plantS were 
watered and then placed in bell jus with the fruits and a shallow perri dish 
containing 0 percent KOH ro absorb carbon dioxide. There were four 
treatmentS involved · (l) control j~r withour fwa; (2) jat with 14 June drops 
weighing 30 grams; (3) jar wilh three normal fruits weighing 30 grams: 
and (4) jar with 14 normal fruits weighing 130 grams. The base of each bell 
jar was sealed TO a glass plate with vaseline and ehe jars were phced in a 
room at 28" C. Plants were examined after three days for epinas!y and pro-
duction of roor primordia. 
The study on abs.cission of defruited pedicels and intact fruits was 
carried OU t in conjunction with the swdy of the effect of thinning Sptays on 
na tura l drops. The records taken for abscission o f the second drop from 
tagged dusters and branches on May 12, 14, 16 and 23 \Ver~ used directly. 
At the time of sptaying (May 11) 10 b tanches were ragged on both sprayed 
and comrol trees and the frui ts removed by cu tting the pedicel about tWO-
thirds from the base with sharp scissors. T he number or defruited pedicels 
was recotded for each ragged branch. In each casc approximately 100 ped-
iccls per branch were involved. The persisrence of these defruited pedicels 
o n control and sptayed (rees was recorded on May 17 and 23. Information 
from this study was treated statistically to derermine if significant d ifferences 
exis ted between the persistence of sprayed and control fruit, berwccn Sptayed 
and control pedicels, and between sprayed pedicels and sprayed fruit. 
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A preliminary identification of the nalive hormone produced by apple 
endosperm was curied OUt using paper chromatographic techniques and a 
colorimerric re:tction which is specific for indole compounds. Luckwill (116) 
gave the Rf value of this unidentified apple endosperm hormone as 0.83, 
using a butanol/ammonia solution as the solvent. Indoleacetic acid in this 
same solvent had a Rf value of 0.35. An extract of 55·wy-old apple endo-
sperm tissue was prepared according to the method given by LuckwiH 
(108). The solvent useQ for the chtomatogram migrations was n-butyl alco-
hol saturated with 3 percent ammonium hydroxide, referred to here:tfter as 
butanol/ammonia. The migration of the butanolh.mmonia solvent was 
stoppe<l a! 12 and 20 centimeters in twO successive trials. Whatmln No. I 
fiher paper strips were used in 100 mt graduated cylinders which cont1ined 
20 mr. of the solvent. 
Other substances tested for in this manner wete indole:tcetic lcid (lA). 
ethyl ester of indoleacetic acid (EeIA ), indolebutyric acid (IB), and indole· 
propionic lcid (IP), all prepared at a concentration of I mg/m L Since 
all of these compounds contain an indole nucleus, the location of the 
migrated substances wu determined by spraying the dried chromato-
gram. after migration, with Tang and Bonner's modification of the 
SaJkowski reagent (190). This ferric chloride reagent or modified forms of 
it (8) gives a crimson, violet or orange reaClion with indole compounds, the 
color depending primarily on the nature of the side chain. 
To obtain addition11 evidence on the nature of the endosperm hor-
mone. the absorption spectrum of its reaction produci with ferric chloride· 
sulfuric acid WlIS determined at 25 millimicron intervals ftom 400 to 650 
millimicrons. using a Coleman Universal SpeclfophotolIlCter. This spectrum 
was compared with thlt obcained for the reaction with EdA and IA. The 
ferric-chloride rc;lgent used was that described by TUlg and Bonner (190). 
Because of the di fficulty of color flding in this reaction. the spectra were 
all determined between 15 and 30 minutes after mixing the reagents. 
The laSt study of this invcstigltion w~s on the indoleacetic ~cid oxid~se 
activity of apple embryo (issue. S~mples of norm~lIy developing fruit were 
collected from apple trees 40 and 55 days ~fter bloom. The seeds were ex-
cised into cold pho~phate buffer and the embryos removed U1d placed in ~ 
second beaker of phosphate buffer pH 6. Approximately 200 fruitS of the 
nmple taken at 40 dlyS produced 1000 embryos which had a totll fresh 
weight of 505 mg. The embryos at this Sntge of development were growing 
rapidly and varied in size from 1.1 to 2.7 mm in length. 
The sample taken at " days involved embryos which had almost reach-
ed mature size ~nd were' to 6 mm in length. These embryos avenged 20.0 
mg each in weight U1d 150 embryos having a fresh weight ofH)05 gms were 
useQ for the enzyme preparations. 
The enzyme from both samples was prepared immediuely after exci-
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sion of [he embryos and [CSted [he !.arne: d1),. except in the case: of the: mano-
metric lests for which the prcp:iIf:,Hion '\lIU frozen :lod stored at -'1 0 C. In 
both (1.'0<:5 the [issue W:.l.S ground with 9uaHz sand and a small :itmount of 
p hosphate buffer. pH 6.0. in a mort:l.r llt 5 to 7° C The homogenate was 
strained t hrough chee~ec1olh :md then cemrifuged 10 minutes 1[ 2500 rpm. 
The pr«ipitate when [t:slcd was found inaclivc: and was discarded. The 
supernaram WIS fn(tionlted with ammonium sulfal!: [0 oblain the most 
active fraction.The supernat:l.m from a 20 percent uturated ammonium sul-
(au: fraaion was found 10 conra;n most of the oxidase acciviry as previously 
mendoned by Wagenknecht and Burris (209). The: precipitue from this 
rrlctionnion was discarded and the: supernatant ag~in fractionated with n 
percent ammonium sulfate saturation. The precipitate from this fractiona· 
tion was found by Wagenknecht and Burris (209) to contain 88 percent of 
the anivity and was used in these srudies directly for measurement of actlvi· 
,yo 
T he activity of the indoleacetic acid oxidase preparations was tested 
colorimetrically according to t he method of Tang and Bonner (190) and 
manometriol ly with the method of Wagenknecht and Burris (209). In the 
colorimetric testS, a I~ ml enzyme suspension was p~ed by mixing n mg 
of the above preparation with the proper amount of doublc-disrilled water . 
.... n aliquot of 10 ml was removed and mixed with 10 ml of phosphate buffer, 
pH 6, which contained 100 micrograms of indoleacetic acid per ml. The final 
concentration of enzyme was 2,~ mg/ml and of substrate 50 micrograms/ m!. 
Four-m!. aliquotS of this reaction mixtufC were removed at O. 10. 20. 30 and 
60 minutes and the reaction sropped by adding 4 ml ofzo percent trichloro· 
acetic acid (TCA). T hese aliquots ~'Cfc then centrifuged and the: amount of 
indoleacctic acid prescnt determined in dupl icate on 2 ml portions. .... conrrol 
mixture containing 1 ml of the enzyme solution and 1 ml ofZO percent TCA 
was also analyzed for indoleacetic acid and the values obtained were sub-
tracted from those fOf the different reaction times. The protein content of 
the enzyme suspension was determined according to the quanti tative biuret 
method of Robinson and Hogden.t 
The manometric testS of enzyme act ivity were run with the following 
sllbstrates; indoleacetic acid (I .... ) . indolepropionic acid (l P) , indoleblltyric 
acid (IB) and naphthalencacetic acid (N .... ) . The concentration of en~yme 
suspension was 5 mg of the fractionated preparation per mL In the side urn 
of the flasks W1S 0.5 mt ofO.0l2,M I .... , IP, IB, N .... and, for controls, distill-
ed water. The (enm! well contained O.l~ ml 20 percent KO H and a Aured 
tRobinson. H. w, ~nd C. G. Hogdcn. 1940. Thc biuret rctcrion in the dcrcrmin.· 
rion o( serum protcinl. I. A Itudy of the condition. n«clury for thc production of 1 
ltable color which btula quantiHtivc tel~rionl hip 10 th~ prOlein concenrHlion.J oUT_ 
Bioi. Chem .In, 707-7n. 
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filter Pl'per ~ ... idc:. ~ main eompul ment eontaine<! \.0 ml enzyme suspen· 
sion, 1.0 ml ph05phate buller pH 6.0, and WlIter 10 ~.O ml. The Bulcs were 
placed in a water bath at a temperature of 30· C. The conrenrs of the side 
arm and center compartmenr were mixed after temperature equilibration 
and manometer readings taken at 10, 20, 30 and 60 minures. Calculations of 
o:otygen uptake were made according to the methods given by Umbreit" al 
(W). 
Resu lts 
Results of the qualitative study on elhylene production by retarded 
potential drops is shown in Figures 6 and 7. The gas produee<l by the drop 
fruirs (presumed to be ethylene) has induce<! epinasty of the kaves and root 
production on the stems of the mm.uo plant which was endosed in a bell 
jar with 14 of these fruit. Neithet epinasty nor root production W1$ evident 
on the control plant or the planr wi th three normal fruits. A slight epinastic 
Figure 6. Stimublion of r OOI ptimordil On 10mliO 
w ,m$ by elhylene production of absdssing Ipple (rui ... 
Ld"t, effect (rom 14 aonnal fruil. CeDler. effecI from 14 
June drops. RighI, conuol. 
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Figuu 7. Epinas.ic cffectS On tOma.O plants of ethyl· 
ene produced by abseils;n.': apple fruits. From left to 
right: 1, control; 2, effect from 14 J une drop. (30 gms.); 3, 
effca from 3 normal fruir (30 gms. ); 4. effect (rom 14 
normal fru;, (BOgms). 
response of the le~ves ~nd the initi~tion of root primordia had begun after 
three: days on the plant endosed with 14 normal fruit. These effects on the 
entire planr Ue shown in Figure 7. Figure 6 shows a close.up of the stem 
region where roO! initiation had begun on plant 4, of the more advanced root 
production of plant 2 and no primordia on the control pbnt 1. A comparison 
of the rdative size of the potenrial drops and the normal fruits is provided 
by Figure: 7; however. Ih(" drop shown was Ihe brgesl in the sample. 
Since rhe <jualirative sludy demonstrated the production of ethylene 
(or a similar epinas!)' inducing gas) by potential fruit drops, it was fclt that 
this gas might affect Ihe rate of abscission of hormone retarded potent ial 
drops. At the time of :fuying Jonathan treeS in 19B. the pediccls on 
branches of spnyed an control trees had been dcfruited in order to re-
evaluate rhe 1952 study on delay of pedicel abscission by NA (149). 
The information obtained from this study has been compared with mat 
for abscission of the second dro~. The same trees were used {or both STUdies 
except that fewer branches were available for defruiting. Table 9 gives this 
comparison . NOIe dut the NA spray effectively delayed the abscission of in· 
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TABLE II -- EFFECT OF NAPH'I1I.A LENEACETIC ACID 30 ppm IN DELAYING 
ABSCISSION OF INTACT FRUIT AN D DEFRUITED PEDICELS OF THE 
APPLE -- VARIETY JONATHAN , 1953 
Toul No. 
L.S. D. lot fruit penlltence, at 
L.S.D. for pedIcel penlstence, .05 ~ 13%-
" 
No .!grIlfielGt dlffertncu exlst,d between pe r alSteftCI of sprayed fruit and ,puye<:! 
pedicel. on May 1e- 17 (\l" on May 23 . 
t~Ct fruit for approximately five days and the abscission of the defruited perl. 
icds for 12 days. There was no significant difference, however, in the per-
sistence of sprayed pedicels and sprayed fruit at ei ther 5 or 11 d~ys ~fter t!"tar-
memo This would seem to indicate that in the case of the second drop. ethy-
lene production by the potential drops either does not occur or is not a de-
termining factoe in abscission of the frui t. 
The investig2tion into the nature of the unknown hormone produced 
by the endosperm tiSSUe in apple Seeds by no means provided conclusive 
proof of the chemical identity of this substanCe. HoweVer, i l was cstablished 
that ether eXtracts of apple endosperm, which presumably contain the same 
substance found by Luckwill (116), contained rather high concentntions 
of an indole compound. Results of this study ate presented in Tablt 10 
TAB LE 10 -- RATE OF MIGRATION VALUES FOR INDOLEACETI C, 
ACIDS AND FOR ETH YL 
ENDOSPERM 
F,CI3 In H3sot . 
.., Id. ue oaly apprOlimate val .... from Ofte 
tuted Hverlilimu .. lU, diffe rent ml,frallon 
(193)Jt is evident that the Rf values for EdA (0.83) lnd for the indole com-
pound of the endosperm extracts (0.82) lre sufficiendy similar to the values 
obtained by Luckwill (116) for this lnd similu substances (0.82.0.84). Addi-
" 
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tiona! evidence in this coon«tion is Iha! both EdA and the endosperm sub-
Slance give:l. re<ldish violct color ",· ;tn (he indole specific ferric chloride tc:I. 
gent. Although l A gives essentially t his same coloe react ion, its Rf value 
(0.35). as cbained here and by Luckwill, precludes the possibility of identity 
with the endosperm substance. Both I B and IP gi,~ a bright ydlow-onnge 
color with rhe Salkowski rcagcn! and Iuve Rf v.lues farrDO low (0 be con-
sidered. 
It should be poimed OUI that the Rf V2Jues (Of I S and IP arc the result 
of only one chrom1(ogr.tm and should be mmickred only IS approximations. 
f ind evidence:iS 10 the nature of Ihc cnd05pcrm hormone ... :as obt:ained by 
determining Ihc absorption spectrum of t he fe rric chloride re1l.ction prodUCI 
of this substance and comparing it to Ihal obtained for Ed A lind III.. Both 
thc EdA and rhe cndosperm substance gave violct ~acrion produets with 
the fctric chlor idc solution; whcreas I A. unlike the roction o n filter paper. 
gave a bright crimson color. T hc lIbsorption Ipcctn for LA shows an absorp-
tion maximum at 520 and a minimum at ~20 millimkronswhilc thc cndo· 
spenn substmce and Etl A show a shift: of the maximum to 5Kl and the mini· 
mum to 437 millimicrons. At about ~7' millimicrons the absorption spectra 
for EdA and thc cndosperm substancc ClOSS thu of lA and the absorption 
of 6'0 millimicrons for the two is considCt1lbly grea t (l rhan that of IA. 
Whcn corro:ction is made for differences in concentntion, the absorption 
spectra of EdA and thc endosperm l ubsnncc, a lthough nOt idcntieal 
throughout, arc suffiCiently similar that their murual idemiry is st rongly sug· 
gcslcd. 
The laSt study of this investigation was on the: indokaC(cic acid oxiduc 
(III. oxidasc:) activit}' of apple cmbryos. T able II gives the re:sulu of colori-
mcuic determinations of unoxid ized. suhsrnte alter incubation of III. oxidase: 
prcp2r:1rions v,·ith III.. 1besc valuC$ :uc for thc microgruru of i A daUQycd in 
onc hour and v,·crc obtained by subtract ing the u noxidized subsrnre aftcr 
one hour from the original amount addcd. In both cues there: v,"c rc small 
TABLE 11 _. INOOLC~CETIC ~CJD OXlDASE ~CTMT'l OF SNZYM!; 
40 day old 
apple emtn-yol 
' .. 
•• 
22.4 
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initial losses of IA at 0 minutes reaction lime which were added as conee· 
tion values to the unoxidized substrate. This was assumed TO result ftom 
adsorption of IA by the enzyme preplndon and in no case W2S graTer than 
2 micrograms per millignm of enzyme. With the 55.day·old enzyme pre· 
paration there was a slight amount of native indok compound prc:sc:m even 
lfttt ammonium sulfare fraaionlTion which was equivalent to I microgram 
of IA. and this value W1I.S subtracted from rhe unoxidizc:<l substrate that re· 
maincd afrer one hour. The correac:<l values for micrograms of IA destroycd 
in one hour by prep:znrions from 4(). and ~5.day.old embryos when express· 
ed either on a weight basis (per mg of enzyme prepantion) or on a protein 
basis (per mg of protein) show that the activity of IA oxidase is eonsidtt· 
ably greutt in the younger embryos. 
Tang and Bonner. using the indok colonmerric test as a measure of 
activiry in pea epicotyl tissue. found that NA at a concentration of 50 mg 
per liter did nOt affect the rate oflA oxidation by this enzyme. Their study, 
however. did nOt reveal whether or nor NA could function as a substrate. 
Wagenknecht and Bunis (209) used a manometric tcchni<juc to show thu 
IA oxidase would destroy small quanrities oflB and IP as wel l as the native 
substnte. The activity o f lA oxidase in terms of microliters of oxygen con· 
sumed per hour by the enzyme preparation in the presence of lA, IP, IS and 
NA is shown in Figure 8. The enzyme preparation used was from ".day. 
old embryos and in view of the small amounts of native indok substance 
found in the colorimetric tests it is interesting that the prepantion had a 
very slight endogenous oxygen uprake. From a CIllcubtion of the number of 
moles of lA addc:d and the number of moks of OXygCTl consumed. the le ... el· 
ing off of the raction after one hour can be expbined on [he basis of sub· 
stnte disapperanee. The low values of oxygen consumption obtained here 
for IP and IS compared with those found by Wagenknccht lnd Bunis (209) 
ml)" be: due in part to the impurity of thc preparations which were sevenl 
)"Clrs old. The: oxygen upake of the preparation when NA was adckd as sub· 
srr::lte was approximardy that of the controls which had no substrate added. 
This indicates that the enzyme from apple embr)'os is inC2p:zble of oxidizing 
the synthcric growth rcgulator under thcse conditions. 
Colorimetric restS of rhc oxidase activity of 55· day· old embryo prepara· 
tions indic~te that EdA may function as well as IA as a substrate for this 
enzyme. 
" 
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FiguTe 8. S"bstn.t~ specificity of indoleacetic acid 0)<;' 
due (rom apple cmbcyot. 
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DISCUSSION 
The firSI obvious effect of a "hormone" thinning spray applied during 
Ihe post.bloom period to apple trees is a delay in Ihe abscission of the second 
drop.tt This WH observed by Southwick and Weeks (179) who found that 
a temporary delay in natural abscission preceded the inCmlScd drop resulting 
from thinning sprays, The observation was confirmed by Struckmeyer and 
Roberts (188) and was the basis of their idea that the thinning dTCCt of Nit 
was der ived from an increased nutritional competition as a result of Ihis 
temporary increase in SCI. In Ihe invesdgalioll reported in this bulletin the 
first visible eKecl of Ihe thinning spray 011 fruil development, an immcdiue 
and complete cessation of growth. would seem to preclude a nutritional 
comperilive mechanism. 
There W2S litde effeet of the hormone lIeatmems on either fruit or seed 
developmem in fruit of the sccond drop. other Ihan the temporary delay in 
abscission. Both embryo aborrion and cessuion of fruit development had 
been iniri:ucd before application of the thinning spray. Moreover. there was 
no effect by Nit sprays. applied 16 days after bloom. on the extent of the 
second drop. 
The narural W2ve of fruit abscission ""hieh sho",'cd Ihe first effects of 
the Nit spray was the third drop_ These eKects were demonstrated in the 
population disrributions of persisting fruit as earl}' as eight days after spray· 
ing, Compared [0 the distribution for fruits from control tlees. three striking 
effects of the Nit spray were apparcm on the third drop. The most obvious 
of these was in the extent of (he potential third drop which was qui te small 
in the eomrols but involved more than 80 percent of the frui t on the spra)'ed 
trees. The orner dTects of the ttC2tmcnt ""cre on the nature of th~ pottntial 
Ihird drop fruits. On sprayed rrces the retardation of fruit developmem and 
the induction of embryo ahoniorl in these affccted fruits were complete, 
where as aborrion of all seeds was much less prevalem in Ihe control thi rd 
drops and fruit development cominued until shordy before abscission. 
Retardation of fruit growth had been observed by Green (69). and 
Murneek and Teubner (149), and Luckwill (118) in the case of late Nit 
sprays which did not resul! in thinning. The fact that fruit size ~s smaller 
in the "hormone" induced drops. togerher with thc: more definite results 
ttFor ,"" pu~ of Ihis discussion ,ekrcnce to tM nafUr:l1 "'lI"esof apple abK"· 
sion will Ix bucl on 1m: lerminology proposed by Mumeek ( 10m in which the first drop 
is compriKd of non'p"lIinned and non·fertilized flowers. the s«ond drop oi fertilized 
fruits in which embryo :abortion is ver)' ody. and the third and founh drops wooe embl)'o 
abonion occurs 1t sHghdy bIer St1ge. of development, The following abb~viltions will 
.Iso be used in the discussion in reference to the standard plant growth regulators: In· 
dolocetic acid . IA: erhyl ~Ier of indole.cetie I,id . El lA; nlphthlenea<:eric acid. NA; 
2.44ichlorophC1lOJ<yacaic add. 2.4·0. 
" 
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obtained here: on the u:mporary delay in abscission of defruited pedicc!s, 
would. seem to refUlC rhe proposal by van Overbeck (207) rhal hormone 
rhinning is the result of a direct effect on the cdls at rhe base of thc: pedicel 
WiTh abscission occurring through mechanical fracture: of (hese cells. 
The: possibility. howc:ver, Ihac abscission may be indireCt through the: 
production of ethylene by the: N A rcurded fruirs ClnnOI be overlooked. 
Zimmerman and Hitchcock (217), for cnmpk, have: dcmonsu:l.tcd rhe in-
cre:lSe<l produccion of c:thylene from plantS trealed with various plam growth 
regulators. In the irm:stigacion presented here:, dropped fruits produced an 
appn:ciablc: <juanri!)" of gas having the char:,mcristics of e thylene: (40: 216) . 
The: known dfcns of this gas on pectic substanccs (78) and on absciSSIon 
proccsses in leavcs (133: 167) and flowcrs (65 ; 120) has lcd Gawadi and 
Avcry (63) fO suggest that an auxin·cthylenc balance may be an important 
nnor in abscission. 
More recently, Hall (74; 75) has elaborated on this thcory of an auxin· 
cthylene balance. Working with a crudc cnzymc from eithcr apple juice or 
Proid/lium digilalum, HaJJ (74) was able to demonstratc (hc in virro produc. 
tion of ethylenc from a number of substratcs. That thc vola tile gas from 
Penicillium measured by Hall is acmally cthylenc has been cstablishcd by the 
work of Young et al. (214). In HaJl's work, onc is tcmindea of thc sugges· 
tion by Frey_Wyssling (51) that both indolcacctic acid (IA) and cthylene 
rna)' arise from the amino acids tryptophane and alanine through deamina-
cion and dccarboxylation. Deamination of alanine would lead to pyruvic 
acid, ""hich Hall (74) found to be an excellent substrate for ethylene pro-
duction. Indolepyruvic acid which would result from deamination of trypto-
phane has been suggested as an intcrmediate in lA synthesis (15) . The large 
number of substtltes which ue arracked by ccrtain I-amino acid oxidascs 
(15) suggCStS the possibility that thc same enzyme may be responsible for 
the production of these two growth regulating substanccs. Similarities in 
ccrtain plam responses to cthylene and IA have long becn cstablished (38; 
131; 132 ) and thc minimum effective conccntrations of these substances are 
almost equaL 
The observation by Michener (131) that combinations of cthylcne and 
indoleacetic acid havc a synergistic effcct on root production has suggested 
an ana logous reanion in other combinations of growth substances_ Only 
rcccntly a naml'1l plant growth substance, indoleacetonitrile, has been iso-
latcd from crucifcrous plantS (95). This substancc has also bccn shown to 
have a synergistiC cffect on Avma elongation in combination with IA (154). 
Thus the possiblity should be considered that cthylcne and the native 
growth substances of fruits (151) may be produced by the same or a similar 
enzymatic reaction and, funhermore, that these substances may have syner-
gistic cffects on certain phl~ of fruit developmcot( ripening) and antagon-
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ist;c effects on others (absci ssion). The :mugonistic effect on abscission 
would probabl)' be similar whether the substance was a native auxin (173), 
or an applied growth regulator such as Nt. or 2,4-D (174). 
This antagonistic effen has been investigated extensively by Hall (15) 
who found thar rhe relative balance of ethrlene to IA determined the 
amount and rate of abscission of debladed COttOn and CoI~IIJ leaves. Wet-
more and Jacobs (212), wotking with Colem, have shown thac the diffusable 
auxin of the le:.l.fblade prevents abscission and m:l.y be replaced effe<:tively 
by either IA or NA. They agree wirh the contention ofGawadi and Avery 
(63) thai the so·called abscission byer flU no causal relationship to the ab-
scission of leaves. A companion investigation by Rossener and Jacobs (16') 
showed the stimulating effect of nearby leaves on the abscission of debbded 
Cdflls leaves. These workers indicate rhal this srimulation is the result of 
ethylene production and thus involves an auxin-<thylene balance. 
In the present investigation there were no Significant differences in the 
rare of abscission of sprayed ioract fruits or of sprayed defruited pedicels. 
Since this study was made in conjunction with the delay of abscission of the 
second drop of apple fruits, the comparison with the ethylene production 
in larer drops is not entirely valid. However, it would seem thai as far as the 
second drop is concerned, either the increased production of ethylene by 
these fruits from NA trea tmems is negligible or else the auxin.ethylene 
balance is inoperative in this case. Delay in the abscission of sprayed fruits 
compared to that of comrol fruir:! would seem to indicate thar the Nt. treat-
ment did nOI increase ethylene production in this case. 
The importance of embryo (or seed) abonion as a factor in determin-
ing the abscission of a fruit assumes additional importance in the Iighr of 
the auxin-erhylene babnce. We may assume from the brief results on 
ethylene production that even normal young fruits produce small 'luantities 
of this gas. If this were the case, then the abscission fate of the fru it would 
be determined by the balance between this production of ethylene ~nd the 
production of native auxins by the fruit. 
Nitsch (151) has pointed our rhal tht primary source of native auxin 
in the fruit is Ihe developing seed. Luckwill (110) has found [hat in d~velop­
ing apple seeds the greatest porrion of hormone producrion is from the en-
dosperm. That the native auxin produced by apple endosperm is:.l.n indole 
compound which closely resembles EtiA is strongly suggested by rhe evi-
dtncelresented in the present investigation (193). T his conttntion is sup-
porte b)' the information on one of the growth subsr:olOces produced by 
corn endosperm (87; 162) which has been shown definitely to be EtiA. II 
recent communication from Hinsvark eJ al. (87) indicates thar both IA and 
esters of IA are preS<:nt at various stages of development of corn kernels. 
The It. is present throu}Shout the deve!opmtnt of the kernel until rhe ma-
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lUre st:.lge is reached_ Esters of JA ~re absent during the euly stages but 
reach appreciable quanrities :olt the intermediate milk seage and are present 
(hefOfecr until maturity_ Specific identifiorion of these esren; was no! made. 
Both Luckwill (116) and the authors. however, have found through chro-
matographic techniques that IA is nor pres.:n! in apple endosperm extra.cts 
(193). The possibility rem:l.ins thac ocher esters of lA filly be present whICh 
have Rf values similar [0 [hat of EdA in butanol / ammonia and would be 
indistinguishable from EdA on a one dire<:tionaJ chromatogram. 
The close relationship of endosperm and embryo development to rhe 
hormone content of seeds is shown in a reccn! paper h)' l uckwill (117 ). As 
may be seen from an examination of his curves for the hormone content of 
the seed there are twO major peaks which occur in all three varieties. The 
first and smaller of these is associatcd with cell wall formation in the endo-
sperm. after which de\'e1opment of this tissue is very rapid. The immediate 
drop in hormone content from this first peak has be..-:n suggested by Lud:will 
to be due to the utilization of the hormone by the r-apidly developing em-
bryos. That this is a reasonable suggestion is confirmed by the second major 
peak which occurs after embryo development is complete. and before final 
dessication of the endosperm tissue. These resulrs have interesting implica. 
tions in the light of the evidence obtained in the present investigation on 
the nature of the hormone produced by the endosperm and its oxidative de· 
struction by the developing embryos. 
Indoleacetic acid oxidase (IA oxidase) of plants has be..-:n extensIvely 
investipted by Tang and Bonner (190; 191). Wagenknecht and Burris (209) 
and bv Galsron and his coworkers (53: 54; 55: 56; 57). In the initial in\'es-
tigations (190; 209) of the enzymatic mechanism several conflicting points 
were evident, particularly from the sundpoint of carbon monoxide inhibi· 
tion of the reaction. These conflicts recendy have been partially resolved 
(57) and it seems evident that both a flavoprotein and a peroxidase are com-
ponents of the system. The actual oxidation of IA is mediated by l peroxi_ 
dase and hydrogen peroxide (56) and the fllvoprotein may serve only to 
produce the hydrogen peroxide for this reaction. Inhibition of the overall 
reaction. hov.'ever, may be obtained by additions of certain purines which 
are substrates for the specific flavoprotein. Since addition of a substrate 
would seem to increase the production of hydrogen peroxide ,nd thereby 
the destruction of IA by the peroxidase it may well be that the te:lction may 
proceed in twO steps. The first of these would imply an aCtivation of the IA 
by the flavoprotein through the femovll of hydrogen and the formation of 
hydrogen peroxide. The acti~tcd IA and the hydrogen peroxide would then 
be used as substrates by the petoxida5e in the final Step of IA destruction. 
A factor which has an important bearing on the two-step nature of IA 
oxidation is the inhibitory effect of catabse. This effect is exerted on the per-
oxidase step rhrough the alternare destruction of hydrogen peroxide. Gold-
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acre (64) first observed this with an IA.hydrogen peroxide-peroxidas-e system 
~nd it has been confirmed by Galston tf at. (57). A physiological implication 
of this relationship is that tissues which have a high carabse activity would 
have ~ low !"ate of IA destruction. Numerous observations have Ix':en made 
in rhe literature on the Cltalase activity of developing tissues which mly 
now be interpreted from the standpoint of maintlining the IA content of 
rhe tissue. Shu-Hsien and urolus (174), for ex~mple, found that rhe abscis-
sion of leaves from Cibbage and cauliflower proceeded from rhe outer !elves 
inward. This implied a corresponding drop in the natural hormone content 
since tr~rment with either NA or 2,4-D was found to delay the abscission. 
The rehtionship of Catli2se to this drop in native hormone may Ix': inferred 
from the fact that catahSl: activity also decreased from the outer leaves in-
ward. These workers found rhat 2,4-D treatment reduced the catalase activity 
of the I~ves. 
A similar effect on the Ciralase activity of pea epicotyl tissue w.lS found 
by Gold~cre (64) who llso found that 2,4·D opposed the inhibiting effect of 
cat::lcbse on the hydrogen peroxide-peroxidase dcstruction of IA. This means 
th~t treatment of pbnts with cerrain synthetic growth regulators may in-
volve a double action: one, an increased rate of destruCTion of the native 
auxin and tWO, a parrial or temporary replacement of rhe native hormone in 
its normal function. It is (juite possible th~t this mechanism may Ix': func-
tioning in the inhibition of embryo and seed development. 
The m~arment of pre-lmhcsis flower buds of rhe tOmatO with both NA 
and p-chlorophenoxyacetic acid has been found by Hemphill (84) to deprcss 
the catalase activiry of rhese organs and markedJ)' retard their norma! de· 
velopment. W ittwer (2 13) found rhar high catalase activity was associated 
with periods of active growth of flowers and fruit in the pe~r and apple. 
These periods of high catalase activity occurred during synapsis and syn~· 
my, which lre closely associated with the production of large amounts of 
native hormone. Murneek (142), in nocing (wo apparent discrepancies in the 
general growch rate of corn plantS at synapsis and syngamy, suggested, as 
long 19O as 1932, chat" -specific stimulating or inhibiting sulmances, of 
the nature of enzyme or hormones, may be instrument::lcl in bringing about 
these effects." 
A recent investigation by H silng (92; 93) on the biochemiCiI changes 
accompanying pollination in orchid Rowers indicates that in certain cases 
treatment with growth regulators results in a stimulation of catalase activity. 
Th is stimulation. however, generally followed the p~ttern of activity pro· 
duced by pollinarion of the Rowers. It seems evident, therefore, that the ef· 
feCt of applied growth regulators on the enzymatic activity of a plant tissue 
depends ro a great extent on rhe original nature of that tissue and irs poten-
tial Clpaciry for development. Thus in the case of meristematic tissues, such 
as pea epicotyl and flower buds, trea tment with synthetic growth regulators 
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inhibits canl1Sc anivity and m:.ty thereby incrc:ac the destrucrion of the 
native hormone required for growth. With tissues such 2S the pttianth and 
column of orchid flowers, whccre subsequent gro9.·lh is primarily by cdl ex-
pansion, this same treatmCnI Tauh s in incre:olScd cau];ue activi ty. Finally, 
the response of marure rissues such as the IC2VC$ of cabb:age prior to abscis-
sion is a ~uced C2f1lbse lCliviry from tre-atment wieh growth substances. 
IT hu long been established that stimu la tion of tissues by treatment 
with growth regubtors is exhibited primarily in {hose cases where cell en. 
brgemcnt is the dominant type of growth (16; 29; 211). The response of 
merislcmadc tissues, such as rool rips and Rower buds, has invariably been 
one of inhibilion (16; 29). One other type of response to growlh regulalors 
is th:1.C of stem tissue or callus which BurSfrom (29) discusses as a dediffer-
entiation or rerfognde to an embryonal srage. That this laner response may 
involve an auxin.ethylene balance, as discussed previously in connection 
with ab5c:ission, is suggesred by the similar effect of ethylene trealments (29; 
217). Initiuion of root primordia in the case of stem tissue (216) :as well as 
callus (29) involves cells which are in a Stage of expansion and rhus conform 
to the genenl hypothesis. It is signi6cant that, once inidarion and meristem· 
adc activity arc attained, fimher root development Coln be obtained only in 
the absence of the stimulating substance (29; 216). 
Some additional evidcncc which may shed light on the mechanism of 
catalase stimulation. which seems to be closely associated wilh aU these reo 
sponses, is Ihat obtained by Kitavin (100). Pre·treatment of Asprrgil1l1J nigtr 
wilh low concentrations of hydrogen peroxide increased Ihe catalase activi· 
ty as much as seven times the initial value. Cernin preliminary results ob. 
tained by the authors on tomalO ovades indiColted that a similar mechanism 
might be opcl"lltLve in higher plants. Of even greater signifionce in the mat. 
ter of adaptive em.ymes is the report by GalSton and Oalbergt: Ihat the IA 
oxidase activity of pea seedlings may be greatly increased by pre·treatment of 
the tissue with IA and also wi th NA and 2,4·0. They point out that theee 
is :an im·ersc correlation between growth and IA oxi<hse activity Ihroughout 
Ihe pea. epicotyJ. Although data arc not available in this connection, it is 
possible that a direct correlation exists in this tissue between growth and 
catalase activity. 
The results presented make possible a physiological imetptetation of 
the events following fertilization, such u natun l hormone production by 
the endosperm and destruction by the embtyo. with the ovenll influence of 
externally applied growth regulators on these processes. The synpmic union 
of gametes which h:as been pointed out to result in a stimulation o f onl:ase 
:;GaJS(Ofl. A. W. iUld L Y. OaJbcrg. I~}. Th~ Adap,iv~ Fotnution and Phy$iologi. 
oj Signi6('2.n<~ of rh~ Indolek~{ic Acid OxidlS~ of E{ioJ1I~ Peu. Abm:l.cfs of {h~ 
Amer. Soc. PI. Physiol . Ann. M~ng. Scp' . 6-10. MadiJon. Wisconsin. 
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activitv also involves formation of the endosperm tissue. This tissue, which 
begins development almost immediacely :and does so in :adv:ance of embry-
onic development, produces appreci:able gu:antides of a native growth sub-
stance. This native hormone in the early stages m:l.y be IA (87) or EtiA 
(present results) or some as yet unidentified substance (1'}) . The evidence, 
however, points to the indole nature of the compound (12; 71; 82; 162) . To· 
gether with the inhibiting effect of catabse :activity or lA destruction this 
l~ads to an accumulation of auxin which reaches a first maximum at about 
the rime the endosperm becomes cdlular and the embryo eorets irs period of 
rapid growth (117). 
If we now consider the events which have be<:n taking place in the 
zygote up to this point ,-,re find that the high concentration of auxin in the 
seed has probably retarded premature development of the embryo (129) . 
This increase in n:uive auxin content would in turn lead to the adaptive for· 
m:l.tion or activation of the JA oxidase system and, since the embryo m:l.}' be 
considered a metistem:l.tic type tissue, catalase activit}, would probably be 
inhibited (213; Figure 4). The combined cifect of the IA oxidase and the 
reduced cat:alase activities in the embryo :l.re evidenced in a rapid and sudden 
decrease in hormone conteor of the seed (117). The ptescor work has shown 
that during the period of rapid embryo development the IA destructive po-
tential of this tissue is guite high. Funhermore, as matutity of the embryo 
appro:l.ches, the IA oxidase activity drops, and this is evidenced by a rise in 
hormone coment of the seed (117). 
The re:lson for rhe drop in IA oxidase activity of rhe maruring embryo 
is nor immediately apparent, however. the recem contribution of Andrea~ 
(1) indicates a possible explanation. He demonstrated that the lacrone, seo-
poletin, will act as a competitive inhibitor of IA oxidase and thus prevent 
the destruction of the growth hormone. Considerable information h:as been 
accumubted on the occurrence and phYSiological effects of scopoletin and 
other laccones by Goodwin and his coworkers (66; 67). The inhibitory ac· 
tion of these compounds on root meri~tems suggests an IA or auxin sparing 
action (1). There is also evidence that treatment of plants wirh growth regu-
hting substances results in the accumul:ation of scopoletin ('2). In any 
evenr, the :l.ccumubtion or formation of such a competitive inhibitor would 
result in maruration of the tissue as pointed OUI by Goodwin and Tav~ (67) 
~nd concomittantly in the increase of the auxin content. The pres~nce of an 
inhibitor in m~ture apple seeds which meets many of the qualificltions fot a 
lactone has been demonstrated by Luckwill (159). This substance which dis· 
appears with afrer-ripening of the seeds is in highest concentr~tion in the 
endosperm, but total amount of substance is probably greatest in Ihe em-
bryo. That the endosperm does indeed cont:l.in a substance which inhibits 
germination of immature embryos h~s been demonstrated by Randolph and 
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Cox ( 161) . The impon:.mcc of l emper~[ure in rhe action of (his inhibitory 
subs(an(c is indicated both by Luckwill's results (115) and by the studies of 
Stokes (187) on the afrcr-ripening development of rudimentary embryos In 
Hmu/etllll JPhondyliunJ. In e:l.ch C<l5e a period of cool or cold rcmperarures was 
necessary (or either germm:Hion of the sced or maturation of Ihc: rudimen-
rat)' cmbryo. This suggeStS the: inaCtivaTion of the inhibitor at cold temper:l.-
rures or possibly an inability of the: substance ro funnion under these condi· 
nons. 
The effect of applialtion of synthctic groweh substances on these events 
in seed development is obviously a detrimc:ntal onc. Probably rhe first anion 
would be: cxc:ned through an inhibi tion of catalase activity (64; 84). A 
second effect is suggested by the recent contribution of Galston and Dalberg 
(see footnote t ) which indicates that NA and 2,4-D activ:He the IA oxidase 
system_ Both of these effects would lead to the increased preferential des-
rruction of the native auxin, provided this hormone is of an indole nature. 
The current work confirms the results obtained by Tang and Bonnet (190) 
that 1A oxidase is not inhibited by synthetic growth regulators. Equally im· 
portant is the faCt brought out by the manometric studies reported here that 
this enzyme is nOt able to destroy the syntheic growth regulators. The evi· 
dence cited suggests a possible theoty to explain the manner in which NA 
and other synthetic growth regulators can bring about the destruction of the 
natunl hormone produced by the seeds and thereby induce abscission. 
These effects, however, do not explain how the applied growth regula· 
tors induce embryo abortion or retard normal embryo development, which 
in many cases occurs prior to, and may be completely independent of, the 
abscission process. (see Luckwill 118 and results presented here on abortion 
in apple.) For example, it was found in the study on pepper embryo inhibi-
tion that this effect was completely independent of abscission excepr in those 
cases where cysteine was injected concomitrantly (194). Similarly, inhibition 
of apple embryo development may be effected at a rime when abscission is 
no longer a factor (see results on the dual action of NA). 
More pertinent to the thinning problem is the faCt that in many cases 
embryo abortion may be induced prior to the completion of the fourth drop 
without subsC<Juent abscission (Luckwill, 118). This is evident from results 
in Table 8 and is illustrated by Plate 11. This seemingly anomalous effect 
may be partially explained by the effect of the growth regubwr on the abo 
scission layer. However. in all studies of this nature, the prevention of abscis-
sion by exremally applied growth regulators is usually a temporary one. After 
this temporary effect disappears the abscission process may take place at an 
accelerated rate or in an unnatural manner. The accelen;ted tate of abscission 
of apple fruits after a temporary delay of abscission was demonsrt':l.ted by 
Southwick and Weeks (179). In the present inv('Stigation this was confirmed 
and found to be independent of rhe effect on fruit development. 
RESEARCH BUllETIN'90 
" 
An indication of a dual effect of treatmem with growth regulaTOrs is 
suggested by rhe rc:sults of Shu-Hsien and Carolus (174), where a temporaty 
delay in abscission in cabbage and Ciuliflower was followed by abscission of 
the leaves in an inverse order. The greatest inhibition of Citalase activity was 
found in lhe tre:Hed leaf blades and (his would result in a greater destruCtion 
of native au>:in. This inhibition of Citalase was apparent from the beginning 
of the ueatmem, but its indirect effect on the abscission process through 
destruaion of the nalive hormone was disguised by the temporary action of 
the applied growth substance. A similar dual acrion in fruit thinning based 
on resulrs obtained in this investigation has been proposed by Murneek and 
Teubner (14~) . 
None of these effects, however. adequately explain the inhibition of 
embryo development. The synthetic gTOwth substances do not exert an inhi-
bitory effea on IA o>:idase (190) and the converse may actually be the case 
(see foornorq). The primary function of growth regubtors in embryo de-
velopment seems to be one of retardation, whether in the intact seed as dis· 
cussed abo,·e, or in e>:cised and cultured embryos as shown by McLane and 
Mumcek (129). The direct inhibition of catalase activity by these substances 
(64; 84) does not seem to provide a basis for retardation of meristematic tis . 
sues since this results in an increased inactivation of the native hormone 
through the IA oxidase system which has no elfect on the applied growth 
rc:gulator. Thus, the effects of applied and native growth subsrances on cata· 
lase activity and the IA oxidase system seem concerned primarily with the 
regubtion of the hormone concentration of the tissue. 
To explain the effect of gtowth regulators on the inhibition of meriSte-
maric tissues, the relatively new concepr of "two-point attachment" ('0) 
may be considered. This concept has been evolved in an attempt to explain 
the stimulating effect of low conantrations of a "hormone" and the in,hibit-
ing effects obtained with higher concentrations. In their defini tion of "rwo-
point attachment" the Bonner gtOUp ('0) suggest chat the growth process 
in the case of e1ongat';ng tissues is the di rect result of rhe consumation of at-
tachment of auxin molecules to alrotein entity of the cell. This hypothesis 
was first advanced by Hanseh an Muir (76) to explain the octho effect of 
substituted pbnt growth regulators. The requirements for activity of plant 
growth reguhtors have been shown to be rhose necessary for "two-point 
attachment" in a series of investigations (76: 77; 130: 140; 141; 156). 
T he relationship of structure to activity has been covered in several ex· 
rensive reviews during the pasr few years (16; 197; 2(8). In essence, the func· 
tional groups involved in attachment are a free ortho group of a critical reo 
activity and in a rnher definite spatial relationship to a free carboxyl group 
('0). The inhibiting effect of certain ami-auxins and of high concent~tions 
of auxins themselves is exerted through rhe attachment of only one of these 
reactive groups to th~ receptor entity in the.plant. The critical matter of con· 
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(cnmuion responses b)' diffC1"ent rype$ of !issuC$ m3Y be: explained from the 
fWO-poinr concept, provided one assumes that either the number of receptor 
entities in mtriSlematic liuues is quite low or th:lt these tissuc:s :arc a!re:ady 
nlur:Hed with rractivc molecules. Since meristcm3ric (issues, such lIS cndo· 
s~rm. root tips. bud ptimordi11nd immature leaves. are well esublished 
sources of native auxins. it is quite logical to usumc: that in these C1$t$ the 
r«cpror emidcs arc already S1tunted. The: addition of an exogenous supply 
of;1 growth regublor ""ould then result in inhibidon through compelirion 
for the receptor sito and [hoe Inulting high proportion of inaaiv( one point 
atrach ments. 
SUMMA RY 
An invcstig:.tion was made of the various developmental netotS related 
10 hormone thinning of fruit, Panicuilr emphasis was given to the relation-
ship of hormone induced embryo abonion and thc effect of growth regulat-
ing substances on fruit and S«d devolopment. 
It was found, in later stages of apple embryo development, that abor-
tion or inhibition of the embryo could be S«Ured wimout an accompanying 
abscission of the fruit. S)' nthetic growth regulators applied during early 
fruit development in the apple have several effecTS which may be partially 
separ:ued by observarions on defruited pediceb and by comparison of the 
population distributions of fruit samples taken at intervals afler spraying. 
Least important of these effects, as far as fruit thinning is concerned is the 
delay in absciS$ion of the second drop which is otherwise unaffected by the 
aeatment. This abscission delay is apparent in the case of defruited pc<Iicels 
and also from the r:ate of drop of in[2([ fruits. 
One of the 6rst effects of the thinning spn)" is the rerudacion of fruit 
development, This is evident in the separ:ation of the population distribu-
tions into 190'0 pealc:s. The retarded fruits eventually absciss as third and 
fourth drops wilh the major ponion of the thinning effect coming from the 
increase in the 3rd drop. 
Embryo aboltion IS induced in all seeds of the rerarded potencial third 
and fourth dlOps. This inhibition of embryo developmenr occurs at sevenl 
distinct Stages of embryo development. The early third drops contained em-
bryos ,, .. hich were inhibited at the 8-celled sr:age, while the laiC third drop 
embryos tud 16 celu. Frui($ which fell with the <lth drop contained prim:arily 
~elled embryO$ but in $Orne ClSes 6O-<ellcd embryos ""ere found, Usually 
embryo abortion at this more advanced Stage was nOl accom p:anicd by fruit 
abscission, with the result that as much as ~o percent of the sprayed fruits 
developed to maturity wilh aborrcd seeds. The (act that in many cases em· 
bryo abortion occurred without fruit abscission led 10 a consideration of 
these il5 tWO independent effects. 
